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Budgetary adviser Michael Cornelius explains proposed New Hampshire budget as Governor Hugh Gallen
looks on. (J.C. Lameer photo)

Gallen to cut USNH budget
By Tim Hilchey
In an effort to "bring state
spending under control", New
Hampshire Governor Hugh
Gallen promised yesterday to
alleviate duplication of services
and limit increases in the state's
Genernl Fund to 5.7.percent.
Gallen's plan, if approved, will
cut state aid to higher education,
close loopholes in the Business
Profits Tax, and bring tax relief to
New Hampshire's elderly.
Speaking yesterday at the Dover
Municipal Building, Gallen and
budgetary advisor Mike Cornelius
said they will "do at the state level
what people have to do at home."
"Government can't provide all
the answers and the answer can not
always be money," Cornelius said.
· "All local government will have
to look at ways to cut back.
Programs may be worthwhile, but
if they are not essential.. .. "
The Gallen Plan calls for a IO
percent decrease in state personnel

expenditures and a 5 percent cut in
expense money for the Highway
Department as well as closing the
Merrimack Valley College in
Manchester.
Gallen aide Sarah _Voll said,
"I'm sure the people at Merrimack
Valley College feel they've been
singled out. In our minds, it
seemed better to make one large
cut than to make smaller cuts that
would weaken the whole
University System."
State Senator Leo ·Lessard
opposes Gallen 's move to cut back
on state funding to the University
System of New Hampshire.
"Now is not the time to cut the
University System budget,"
Lessard said.
Lessard said that Gallen is
actively encouraging .. high
technology" industries into New
Hampshire's southern tier. Cuts in
money slated for higher education
will have an adverse effect on the
state's ability to Q~o,vide trained

MUSO film plans
win Senate okay
By Greg Flemming
A two week controversy ended
Sunday night when the Student
Senate voted to allow MUSO to
show an X-rated film on March I.
"Emmanuelle", which has been
shown here before, was approved
by an unusually close 21 to nine
vote. with six abstentions.

News analysis
The Student Activity Fee
Council (SAFC) approved the film
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last week, and the Senate vote was
not required. The SAFC vote was
six to five, with one abstention.
The film controversy resulted in
a compromise. The Senate wanted
to prevent M USO from showing a
grossly "pornographic'' film,
which it did, and MUSO wanted to
include in its film series an "Xrated" film, which it will.
MUSO 's entire film list for the
second semester, which included
the X-rated "Private Afternoons of
Pamela Mann", was originally
approved by SAFC.
However, at the February 1
Senate meeting, Jeff Onore, acting
director' of student . affairs,
criticized M USO's plans.
''The t0lerance of pornography
creates a climate leaning to
physical abuse," Onore stated, and
he received the unanimous support
of the Senate.
A bill ordering SAFC to reevaluate its decision was
immediately written and passed .
"I think by cutting it out you're
going to anger some people,"
MUSO, page six
.

(.

people to fill jobs created by new
industry, he said.
.. We'll find we can not provide
the training necessary to attract the
type of industry we are trJing·to,"
Lessard said.
Lessard is Vice Chairman for the
Senate Education Commitee and
said he plans to look "long and
hard at Gallen 's proposal,"
GALLEN, page 18

By Martha Thomas
The number of students in the
communications division of the
theater and communications
department has increased twenty
five to thirty times in the last ten
years, but faculty and resources in
the division have not increased to
accomodate this growth.
According to hgures reieasea oy
the Higher Education General
lhformation Survey (HEGIS),
there were two degrees awarded in
1970 when communications first
became an option of the theater
department's major, and in 1980,
63 degrees were awarded.
_
Communications has since
become a division of the Theater
department. There are seven fulliime faculty and four to seven part
time lecturers, depending on
needs, according to Bill Sims,
acting chairman of the Theater a.nd
Communications department.
"This represents an addition of three full-time tenure track
positions . and two faculty in
residence positions since the time
that I came here in the late sixties,
but at that time there were less than
a dozen students in the division."
said Sims .
Now there are pver 250 students
majoring in communications, and
the department continues to grow.
Kenneth Sweet, a member of the
communications faculty,
attributes this growth to the
economic situation in our society.
·"In hard economic times, students
tend to be more pragamatic. They

see how importan.t effective
communication will be··once they
get into the business world." he
said.
Judith Hartwell, who was
recently made a full-time faculty in
residence, says the "People are
striving to better understand the
world in general. Effective
1.v111111 uui\...ation hdp., to analyz e

what's going on around you."
Due to the increase in popularity
of the communications dept.
teachers feel an increased
responsibility to the university as a
whole. According to Sims, a large
percentage of credit hours are
taken by business majors and last
semester, "Students from sixty
different academic areas took
lower-level courses in the
department."
The faculty in the department
expressed concern over the effect
of high teacher-student ratios.
Pat Fleming who has been fulltime faculty member for seven
years says that the growth is
"Exciting, but worrisome. As the
department grows larger, i
becomes increasingly difficult to
keep in touch with the students."
Fleming had 85 advisees last
year, but at a department meeting
this year the numbers of advisees
were redistributed and now she has
''More like fifty."
The communications division
has two classrooms in Paul Arts.
"We're always fighting for a decent

a

COMMU~ICATIONS, page llr-

Water problems evaporate ·
By Lonnie Brennan
. Health Officer, 'or. Lawrence 2i-24 hours according to
Failure to hire suffic'ient
Slanetz placed residents on alert laboratory personel.
personnel allowed a secondary
while tests were run to determine if
Tests showed no signs for
chlorinator pump breakdown to _ the untreated water was harmful further alarm, according to
emit untreated water into the
and if any remained in the system Slanetz. He lifted the ban on water
Durham-UNH water supply.
· Numerous samples were used for domestic purposes on
On Friday morning, February.
collected both Friday and Sunday.
13, health officials in Durham
Saturday throughout Durham.
Slanetz attributed the findings
issued warnings to 19,000
Testing of these samples at the
residents, urging them to boil all
Rollings Water Treatment Plant
CHLORINE, page ten
water used for drinking and
required irn incuhation oerio<l of
cooking.
"The University's failure to have
someone monitor the svstem.at all
times is totally unaccep.table," said
Bernard Lucey, Sanitary Engineer
of the State Water Division.
"No one was there for over 16
hours to do the noticing'' Lucey
said.
. Lucey said Friday that he has
written a letter to the University
demanding compriance with
mandatory 24 hour monitoring of
the system or 'Tl! have to take the
next step for enforcement to the
Commission,'" (New Hampshire
Water Supply and Pollution
Control Commission).
According to Michael McCabe,
water facilities manager for the
Durham-UNH system, the plant
was shut down when "routine
morn'ing analysis indicated failure
in the plant's chlorinator. ··
·A deteriorated 0-ring seating in
the chlorinator let an unknown
amount of water pass untreated .
"The breakdown occurred
somewhere between 4 p.m.
Thursday and 8:00 a.m. Friday,''
McCabe said. "We have no way of
telling exactly how much water
was let through unchlorinated."
Repairs took approximately·
one hour, but because of the
uncertainty of the quantity of
water let into t.he svstem. Durham
'A Sawyer Hall resident takes advantage of the water problem.
(Henri Barber photo)
I
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Health addressed at
Education .C enter
around campus. The students
By Lori Alexander·
Alcohol and drugs. Women's themselves helped shape the
health issues. Human sexuality. program by answering a survey
Stress. These are a sampling of the handed out to the dorms. Students areas of ~oncern of the Health were asked to rate the topics they
would most like to discuss in a
Education Center.
Situated in the basement of workshop atmosphere. According
Hood House, the Center is a to the survey's results, intimate and
resource for students who feel they personal relationships led the way,
need or want counseling in these · with birth control and alcohol
and other areas. A table-full of rating next. Attendance at the
pamphlets on drugs, smoking, workshops so far, said
birth control, nutrition, and Macdonald, has been "very good."
MacDonald said that the Center
alcohol greet the visitor. And
counselors are readily available for has received about 30 requests for
students \\'ho want to discuss their workshops. These requests have
come mostly from Residential
feelings.
"We have about 20-30 students a Life, but also include The Catholic
day who come in and pick up Student Center and some
material1: , " 11~id Elizabeth fraternities.
"The workshops are not
MacDonald, UNH's first health
educator. "A lot of them really lectures. They are designed to
The UNH Woodsmen team builds
want to talk to someone, but they facilitate discussion," MacDonald
don't want to set up an said. According to MacDonald,
the participants are broken down
appointment," she said.
Originally called (and often still into smaller gr:oups and asked to
referred to as) the Sexuality discuss openly about four or five
Center, the Health Education specific questions on a given topic.
Center originated as one of the After this, the groups merge and
conditions of the mandatory discuss the subject together.
By Stacia Tolman
MacDonald said the smaller
health fee which was established
Is an arms race the best way to
last fall. The program in health groups allow students to be more
secure the defenses of our country?
education is an important step in o'pen in expressing their feelings,
Or is it, as Eric Wolfe says, a
the development of healthy minds. especially if they are ~discussing
"policy of insanity''? The Soviets
"The Upiversity is concerned sensitive issues.
and the Americans have been
The leaders of these workshops
about healthy minds, but we feel
superpower enemies for barely
that you can't have that unless you undergo a ten-week training
thirty years, a relative second.
have healthy bodies," MacDonald session coo rd in ate d a n-d
During that time the two nations
supervised by both MacDonald
said. "The two tie in together."
have created a destructive force
MacDonald, along with UN H's and Calamidas. The group consists
that could conceivably extinguish
other health educator, Lisa of four or five professional women
life on the planet. They have
Calamidas, have implemented a HEALTH CENTER, page 20
devoted energy, money, and their
plan of workshops which are held
most brilliant minds to create this
•--------------------------•force.
Eric Wolfe, in a meeting held at
the Friends Meeting Hou~e in
Dover, last month discussed the
arms race. Wolfe thinks that the
secret to national security is not to
amass more and .more weapons,
but to understand our enemies.
Why do we think they're our
enemies, and why do they think
we're their enemies? Once we've
figured that out, what would be the
best approach?
In an effort to seek such
John A. Grimes was arrested Saturday night and charged with
understanding, the American
criminal'trespass after he repeatedly entered and was asked to leave
Friends Service ~ommittee, · a
the hockey game at Snively Arena. He will be arraigned in Durham
Quaker organization, sent Wolfe
District Court on February 27.
to the USSR on a three week
"peace mission" last summer. He
was with a group of forty
Americans who traveled through
five cites, "building bridges
\>etween the people of the 2
countries".
"I was concerned about the
deterioration in AmericanRussian re1ations," Wolfe said.
An IBM Selectric typewriter valued at $450.00 and a radio and
According to Wolfe, "it was a
two speakers worth $180.0o' were stolen from McConnell Hall over
mission of diplomacy but it was
the weekend. A vending machine was also broken into. The
people-to-people diplomacy,
typewriter was later recovered between Scott and Congreve Hall.
because in light of the grain
embargo and olympic boycott that
were going on last summer,
government-to-government diplomacy didn't seem to be working."
The Americans had meetings
with the Soviet Peace Defense
Committee, a group of
The Student Arts Council has recently been formed to act as a
government approved volunteers,
central organization for all student artists. Its concept is to initiate
who, according to Wolfe,
and develo'p programs and activities that promote exposure
"promote their peace propaganda.
opportunities for local and· student artists. There will be a meeting
This is a positive force in the
for all interested tonight at 9 pm in t!ie Grafton room of the MUB.
USSR, which has its hawks and its
doves, just like the US. They are
not dissidents. They don't think
their government is wrong."
T-he Friends group also saw the
Soviet Institute of USA-Canada
Studies, a ''think tank" created as
the cornerstone of detente. It was
established during the Sixties
The recent flood of media stories on
when the first glimmerings of
supply-side economics and Reaganomics will culminate locally in a
detente made the USSR realize
debate sponsored by Omicron Delta Epsilon (the Economics Honor
how little they knew about the US.
Society) and _the Whittemore School, scheduled for l :00" p.m. on
The head of the Institute was
Thursday, February 19 in the Strafford Room of the MUB.
Premier Brezhnev's speechwriter
Arguing for and against, respectively, will be Professors Manley
1
until the breakdown of detente.
. Irwin and Sam Rosen, both of the Whittemore School's Economics
In addition to official meetings,
: Faculty.
Wolfe spent time "hob-nobbing
The debate is open to the entire University community, with time
with ordinary people. I was struck
allotted for questions and discussion from the audience. Featured in
by the great curiosity and
1the deba-te will be the broad dimensions of the Reagan
friendliness of the Soviet people.
Administration's proposed economic package: ( l) 10% tax cuts for 3
There was none of the suspicion
consecutive years~ (2) reductions in major no~-defense programs;
and apprehension that you find in
and (3) a significant increase in military spendmg.
~--~-------~~~--~-----~----~this ~ountry. Whether iri o~c~l

a bonfire. (Ned Finkel photo)

Is an arms race the answer?
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never conscious of the surveillance
you hear about."
Wolfe thinks that "whatever we
can do to help the Soviets
credibility is to our advantage. We have this picture of Kruschev
pounding his shoe on the lectern, _
saying 'we will bury you, and your
grandchildren will live under
Communism.' That l ¥el of
rhetoric doesn't bear much
relation to reality. They have to
quote Marx, just like the New

Right has to quote the Bible. It
gives them legitimacy."
If world revolution is not the
Soviet's goal, then why are they
running the arms race?
According to Wolfe, "the
Soviets are a paranoid bunch of
folks. They are determined never
to be second again. They will do
anything to prevent being inferior
to the US."
WOLFE, page eight

Larson calls UN a
Third World forum
By Matthew Richard
The United States should not
minimize the value of the United
Nations. That is the opinion of
David Larson, Associate
Professor of Political Science at
the University of New Hampshire.
The United Nation's importance
in serving as a forum where· Third
World countries can air their
grievances is vital, Larson said in
an intervie_w with The New

Hampshire.
Third World countries now
account for over 75% of the
world's population, he explained.
That translates into 79% · of the
vote in the U .N .'s General
Assembly. And that vote is too
important to ignore, he said.
"I believe that the ultimate
battleground or contest or
UN, page seven

f or1ned

ReaganOinics

Ben Turner (right) passes the Winter Carnival torch to Alpha
Gamma Rho brother David Bronson. (Da\·iu Ward photo)
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Forestry departmen t
may he in the clear
By Norman Dupre
Richard Weyrick, Coordinator
of the UNH Forestry Program,
believes there is a chance the
University can favorably alter the
Society of American Foresters'
(SAF) decision on he accreditation status of the UNH Forestry
'
Program.
The Forestry Program's
accreditation was continued to
July 1, 1981 by the SAP iast
November 21 after President
Evelyn Handler requested an
appeal hearing to contest the
SAF's decision to withhold
accreditation. fhe heanng has
been scheduled for April 29th.
"Guardedly optimistic is the way
to put -it," said Weyrick. "I- feel
much more optimistic than I felt
last October," he added.
Weyrick also said that one of the
likely outcomes of the appeal
hearing might be a provisional
accreditation by the SAF. That
means a review team of the SAF
would come back in 1 or 2 years to
suggested
check on certain
improvements.
When making· its recommendation, the SAF Accreditation
Committee cited four major areas
of concern:
-certain areas of curriculum

content
-the number of forestry faculty,
-the ~utonomy of the forestry
program,
-progress in meeting program
comniittments since the 1970 and
1975 reviews.
"There are several aspects to all
of those concerns," said Weyrick,
citing the committee's concern
over the student/ faculty Jatio.
There are 140 declared forestry
majors and 15 graduate studefils in
the program. The number of
forestry faculty is l'l, according to
Weyrick, but of that only five teach
full-time. Most of them have other
responsibilities such as research.
"You can calculate the
student/ faculty ratio several
different ways," Weyrick said,
"and that is one of the issues. I
think we come out within their
guidelines but that hasn't been
established yet." "We want to
determine the appropriate way to
interpret what the guidelines say,"
he said.
Gordon Haaland, the vice
president of academic affairs at
UNH, believes the University has a
solid response to the concerns
expressed by the SAF.
The response, in the form of a
FORESTRY, page 11

A mime entertains students in the Stillings Dining Hall. (Ned Finkel photo)

Gut courses ·m ay disappea r
By Margo Hagopian
Elimination of "Gut" courses
will be one of the primary goals in
the revision of general education
requirements at UNH.
History Professor Harvard

UCTA helps. NH businesse s
,
By Cheryl Rock
The University Center for
Technical Assistance Program
(UCTA) at the University of New
Hampshire provides management
and engineering services to
individuals, companies, and
communities in order to foster
economic development and to
assist in the creation and
stabilization of employment
opportunities in the state of New
Hampshire according to Craig
Seymore, technical assistant
coordinator.
.. The program provides
management and technical
a s s i st~ n c e , d ire ct bu s.in es s
counseling, and community
economic development services,"
Seymore said. "We also are
involved in special statewide
re-search projects, assisting both
the state and the (state) industry

segment."
The three-year-old program,
one of more than 30 in the United
States, is funded by an $85,000
Federal grant from the Economic
Development Administration of
the U.S. Department of
Commerce. Faculty and students
from the Whittemore School of
Business and the College of
Engineering and Physical Sciences
are involved in the program.
••The purpose of TAP
(Technical Assistance Program),"
Seymore said, "is to make
University resources available to
businesses and communities."
T h e p r og ra m p r o vid e s
assistance to clients in the areas of
1 b u s i n e s s p la n n i n g , I o a n
packaging, new product
development, chemical analysis,
technical design, market research, ·
organizational. gev~lopm~nt.. ~nd__

~~~

·Sawyer Hall residents enjoy a game of cards during yesterday's ,
·
. sunshine. (Ned Finkel photo)

business financing, as well as
several other areas. Most of the
work is also performed without fee
to the client and handled on a
confidential basis.
••All projects are eonfidential,"
Seymore said, "this is to protect
·
the client."
For instance, Seymore points
out, if a company is developing a
new product confidentiality is
important. Also, he adds that
UCTA, page 11

Sitkoff, chairman of the
Undergraduate Curriculum
Review Committee (UCRC) said
he thinks the list of over 300
acceptable core requirement
courses "must be narrowed." The
courses on the new list, he said, will
be "truly general education
courses, meaning those courses
which are non-vocational, nonprofessional, emphasize teaching
the basic skills and opening
students to new areas of thinking.,"
The 13 member UCRC will hold
its first open meeting today to hear
suggestions from faculty and
administrators about the types of
changes they feel are important to
undergraduate education.
· "My personal feeling," Sitkoff
said, "is that I'd like to eliminate all
the so-called 'gut' courses. All
general education courses should
be challenging, stimulating, high
quality educational experiences."
Although Sitkoff realizes this

goal may not be entirely realistic,
he said it is worth pursuing because
gut courses "only cheat the student
in the long run." "When you
challenge students to do their
best," he added, "they really come
through with a lot more."
The guidelines and specifics of
the plan will be determined in the
next few weeks. One topic closely
related to gut courses is
determination of the maximum
allowable class size. Prof. Sitkoff
favors small class sizes at the
introductory level and larger
classes at the higher levels.
''We he;tve to give students more
for their money at the introductory
· 1evel," Sitkoff said. "Freshmen and
sophomores need the attention.
They need the motivation. These
are things we can do well in a small
class. As students get more mature,
UNDERGRADUATE, page nine

Counseli ng works at UNH
By Priscilla De~ker
Leslie was just another student
a~ the University of New
Hampshire until a few months ago.
She only suffered anxiety at exam
time or when she returned on a
Monday morning after a party.filled weekend to find a list of
uncompleted assignments. Then
she received a phone call: her
father was dead.
It was November. Leslie went
home to the funeral, and returned
to school. Her mother said she
would be alright. Leslie was just
getting to the point where she
thought she could deal with her
father's death when she received
another call from her brother.
"I suppose I already knew before
he told me," she later
confided,"but I thought she'd get it
together. I guess she'd always been
really attached to Dad and
. couldn't see her life without him."
Suicide. Her mother had· attached
a vacuum cleaner hose to the
exhaust of her car and threaded it
through into the front seat. In a
closed garage, with a closed
aµtomobile, the death took place
in minutes.
"At first I thought, how could
she do this to me? Especially right
before exams. I know it sounds
really bad, but all I could think
about was how selfish she was.
Didn't she know I had enough with
dealing with Dad's death? I hated
her for doing that to me. It was
okay with Dad. I could forgive
but her death- was
l11m
unforgivable."
With the pressures of school, the
hatred, sorrow and guilt she felt ior
her mpther a nc;i , felther, Lesl~e-

found she could barely get through
each day. "I thought I was going
crazy. I became so obsessed with
what I was feeling, I couldn't sleep
nights."
"One Thursday night some
people I knew were partying in the
room down the hall. As usual I
couldn't get anything done so l
decided to go down and join them.
Someone had some mushrooms
and asked me if I wanted some. I'd
never done- anything like that
before. I guess I was feeling real

self-destructive. Anyway, I ate
some, and next thing I knew I was
flipping out. I guess I must have
scared those guys pretty bad,
because they phoned the folks at
Schofield."
At that time Leslie refused to go
to the counseling office, but her
friends did manage to get her to
talk to one of the counselors on the
phone. They managed to calm
COUNSELING, page
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Extra pay to cosf
UNH employe es
By Darryl Cauchon
Many UNH employees will have
to pay more income taxes this year
because they were paid 27 times in
1980 .. Normally UNH employees
receive 26 paychecks per year.
Through unfortunate calender
timing this "extra" payday occurs
every ten years in the University
payroll system, according to
Edward Va as, A s·s is tan t
.
Controller.
This 27 paycheck year,
happening before with no concern,
has brought about a considerable
amount of interest, Vaas said.
"I haven't gotten that many calls
myself but a few people have
called," said Vaas.
.A -number. of UNH pr9fessors
,sipd thev believe the extra payday

on December 31st could have been
avoided if deposits to the banks
had been made after two o'clock.
Local banks in New Hampshire
count deposits made after 2:00 to
the following workday.
The main concern shown by
UNH faculty focus on President
Reagan's possible tax cuts. These
possible IO percent tax cuts show
that although the individual loss is
small the overall loss to UNH's
2,500 employees is considerably
large.
An average e'mployee making
$18,000, having a payday of
$692.30 could pay $207.69 in taxes·
- 30 cents to the dollar - with ten
~

. FACULTY, page ten
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Greeks sin for Youth Center

In· the ·Senate ••.
TOSNOM recognized
The Student Senate granted The Organization for the Study on
the Nature of Man (TOSNOM) recognition as a student
-organization.
TOSNOM seeks to educate a·nd inform the University community
of developments in parapsychology and related topics, by means of
lectures, seminars, and their library.

Jud hoard appointees
Paul Stark was approved as an appointment to the_ University
Judicial Board, and Cheryl Holland w~s approved as his alternate.
The motion passed with nine abstentions. Sever~l Senators were
concerned that Stark was not present at the meeting.

Bills paid
The New Hampshire was granted $1,023.47 from previous ye~r
reserves to pay an outstanding bill to the travel bureau. The bill
includes $360 for repairs and body work to the newspaper van, $4_30
for its leasing fee, $190.21 for maintenance, and $43.26 for a service
charge.

By Mary Aslanian
Take a couple of jugglers, a
room full of gamblers, a dark
massage parlor, a group of sheriffs·
doing their job, and you have just a
few of the many activities found at
the Annual r.rPPV N;ni..~ nf ~in
to
night.. from 7:30 e.v
held
·--J ···o··
..........last. , ....Friday
··-·
10:00 p.m. at the Memorial Union
Building.
Dennis Thomas, president of
Greek Council, was optimistic
about this year's Greek Night of
Sin. With _programming funds
from both The Alcoholic Advisory
Council and The Memorial Union
Student Organization (MUSO) to
help out this year, he expected the
night to be successful. When asked
how he felt the campus viewed
Greek Night of Sin he replied, ''I
think they view it as something out
uf Litt: u1uinary to do. It"s a big
social event, too."
Casino Night, managed by
Alpha Chi Omega, Tau Kappa
Epsilon, and Sigma Beta was the
biggest attraction of the night but
crowds were not as big as they have
.a&VllJ

I ..

.JV

been in previous years. "The Greek cookies," she replied as she pointed
Council was excellent but the turn- to a table filled with tantalizing
out wasn't that good," said Black- cookies used as prizes.
jack dealer Greg Urlwin. "It's been
Meanwhile, incense was burning
slow tonight."
in a dark room filled with tables
Later on in the evening a steady covered by sheets. Four Lambda
group moved in and out, complete Chi Brothers were engaged in their
with a realistic trio of gangsters work as masseurs. Kathy
who proceeded to win with Shanahan, who was receiving the
regularity at the Black-jack tables. rub down replied with a laugh, "It's _
When asked what their secret of above excellence. Words can't
success was, Gary Hastings waved describe this."
his hand gun in the air and replied
Outside the room at the
coldly, "intimidation."
receptionist de.sk, Susan Harris, a
Chi Omega and Pi Kappa Alpha sister from Alpha Xi Della, was
operated a full jail and continued asked how the massage parlor was
to gather up embarrassed victims doing. •+1t's really slow. I think
on a regular basis. Passage to people are embarrassed about it,"
freedom could only be obtained by she said. "It usually picks up later
singing, imitating animals, reading on," replied Jeff Hird who was also
from Penthouse Magazine, and working there.
other performances within public
Siema Nu appt"art"cf tn he very
view.
popular at their food throwing
Carolyn Duch~ running the booth as a sizable crowd gathered
balloon shaving and dart throwing around to watch president Dana
activities organized by Phi Mu was Rosengard and assorted other
pleased with the success of their
games. "Once it got started it went
NIGHT OF SIN, page 19
pretty well. They loved the

Meeting this Thurs. at 7 p.m. in Carroll Belknap Room

Money for ·CSO
The Commuter Student Organization was granted $100 from the
Student Senate Programming Fund to plan and initiate a spring
social activity for University commuter students.

Fireworks
Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity (Pike) was grante~ $647 fro~ the
Student Senate Programming Fund to pay for the fireworks display.
the sponsored Friday night. The motion passed with 13 abstentions.

Tra1~1na

112-2·293

tor·new members begins on Feb. 19th

The Riverside Club

New Wave

NEWWAV

Reggae

Reggae

Old Rock

Old Rock

Motown

Happy Hour
All Night
Thursday

Motown

Dancing at the
RIVERSIDE CLUB
68 Market Street, Portsmouth 431-2689

Ladies Nite
Wednesday

Happy Hour
till 10
Saturdays
& Guests On/ . _-Members
~.~~.~~·sssssssss-S8sssssssssssssssssssssss9Sssss~ssssssss~~·
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UNH·lah studies Great .Bay
By David Sims

Mathieson's presentation
The delicate ecology of the covered information compiled
Great Bay estuary must be from studies which have been done
thoroughly understood if it is to over the past IO years by
survive the affects of man's Mathieson, his associates, and
technological advances, according stud e n ts at the Jacks o.n
to Dr. Arthur C. Mathieson of the - Laboratory.
Jackson Estuarine Laboratory.
Using slides to compliment his
Speaking at the Distinguished
lecture ~aterial, Mathieson took
Faculty lecture which is sponsored
th~ audience fr~m Portsm?uth
by the Sigma Xi scientific society,
Har~or, up the P1scataqua River,
Mathieson introduced his subject
and i!lto the Gr~at Bay system.
as, "the ' real jewel that New
Usmg th_e slides, a blend of
Hampshire has the Great Bay
graphs, pictures, and. maps,
estuary system .•:
Mathieson explained the basic

ecology of the estuarine system.
Nutrients, temperature fluctqations, salinity change·s, and
variations in light availibility are
all vital components in a tightly
interrelated system.
Admitting to "a somewhat
biased approach," Mathieson
foc:used on the plai:it commumti.~s
which make up an integral part of \
the estuary throughout th~ lecture.
"What one community doe~
effect~ all p~rts of the system,
Mathieson said.
Because ot the. interrelated
nature of the estuarine system, the
problems of pollutants in the
system can · have far reaching
.
implications. Mathieson said that
the area along the Pisataqua River
is a "very industrialized corridor."
"We have been plagued in the
IaM five years witll oil llpilJ:,, aml
this is because the technology of
containment of oil cannot handle
the extreme currents in the
~·we accept most people," said
.By L. Karen Holstrom
Piscataqua River or the Great Bay
"What have you gGt to lose?" is Clauss, "but there are some ·
system as a whole."
the motto of the weight control individuals who are high risk.
Mathieson explained the
program sponsored by the UNH Individuals who are not
problems that the Environmental
Health Services.
psychologically stable because of
Protection Agency has had in
The program, consisting of ten obesity and its underlying
trying to deal with oil spills. Using
weekly sessions is based on .problems. Their other problems
"aprons or skirts" to contain the
behavior modification techniques demand attention first."
oil, they have had little success in
Next the program is explained
designed to analyze eating habits,
contending with · the strong
and find strategies to change them to the lncilvldual to see if it fulcurrents in the water. Detergents
to avoid gaining ·weight.
fills their needs. .
have also been used, but these too
l he program consists of a
Laura Clauss, who started the
gave proven to be useless against
learning
model.
Clients
sequential
program in 1976, said that "actual
the 5 to 6 knot water currents.
weight loss was secondary to build on what they learn the week
GREAT BAY, page 20
changing behavior patterns."
before, keeping a log to selfClauss, a nurse p~actitioner, sai~ monitor their habits and changes.
••we recommend fitting a diet
Positive reinforcement is
around the client's workstyle. It stressed. A reward system is used
seems to work out better than a based .i0ll points a warded for
regimented program. They feel changes achieved.
The rewards are non-food
they're in control rather than the
diet controlling them."
.
related. For example, a client may
Nurse J!ractit~oner Cyndi Cote award herself 20 points for
who also runs the program felt it changing a particular pattern.
was important to realize that the . When she accumulates 100, she ,
program: "monitored success by may buy herself an album.
Atttendance is mandatory at
how much you modify your
behavior."
group meetings. Individual
According to Cote, the program counselling and weigh-ins are
"provides tools you can work with encouraged.
for the rest of your life ... new
The clients are most successful if
behavior, through repetition, they attend and follow the
would dominate old eating program regularly, according to
patterns."
Clauss.
The program begins with a
For that reason a twenty dollar
personal interview with Cote and deposit is charged to insure
Clauss to determine the ·clients'
DOVRE No-wax
HEALTH SERV_~~ES, page 19
motives for wanting to join.
Skis - Poles - Bindings

SE-NIORS
Planning to
Graduate in May?

•

UNH Stud ents Win

If you expect to graduate on May
24, 1981 please turn in your
intent-to-graduate card at the
Office of Registration and
Records, Room 8A, Thompson
_Hall on or before Friday,
February 20. Call 862-1554 and
ask for a . member _of the
graduation staff if you have any
questions.

whilC they loc;>se

SKI WEAR

SKI .P KG's
$ 8495

!~~~o~s !'~~dings $ 94

95

BIKE

POPLIN

SHELLS

Value $140

·DURHAM

SUN BUSTER
500/o OFF

Value $157.50

KARHU No-wax $

Bicycles*Cross Country Skis*Runniog Shoes
Fuji*Windsor*Cannondale*Bell*Beta
Sida*Brooks*Etc; ..

Skis - Poles - Bindings

Value $162.50

FISHER Wax

Jenkins Court
Durham, NH 034824
868-5634

M-F 10-5
Sat 10-2

9·99s

$1 04·95,

Skis - Poles - Bindings

Value $167.50

SKI RENTALS
$7.00

per day

GORE-TEX Jackets
Reg. $90 NOW $54.95

SAVE!!
UPTO

50°/o OFF

Knickers-Socks-Sweaters

Florida
Train ....... $319
Air ......... $407
Bermuda ..... $299
Bahamas ..... $429
Jamaica ..... $399
Abo'fe packages include transportation,
accomodations for 7 nights (based
on 3 Or 4 people per room), hotel and
transportation, taxes and more ....

ASK FOR DETAILS

;:1V£RSITY~ .

"~~~~~~

...f

;,

'e<"'·-:·

Cross

! · -;·

~6~:J~?-~ <'.-'°'-"";.·
.<

102 State Street
Portsmouth, N.H.
/

.!:.-~ :.~ ~-~...,.

....

We Accept:

r:=zsJ~

c:z:a~
431-7764

Open Sundays

,-_.;~ J~y~~9~f.OJ~ P.i_~f- ll}3e~!a~~t}. . -.;...'" _,-.:~£.:? 2 .i ~L~:'.!'.l'"• .-1~5-....:.:;--.::! ?.:! ,..~ ,_~-;
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ACADEMIC
FIELD EXPERIENCE FOR WHITTEMORE
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS & ECONOMICS: Sponsored
by the OCE Field Experience Program. Thursday.
February 19. Belknap Room. Memorial Union. 1-2 p.m.
WASHINGTON INTERNSHIP PROGRAM:
Application deadline for Summer Session: March I; Fall
Semester: April 15. For more information see Leslie
Paddock. WSBE Advising Office.
WHAT CAN I DO WITH A MAJOR INCHEMIST~Y
MAJOR?: Sponsored by Liberal Arts Advising Center.
Thursday, February 19. Hillsborogh / Sullivan Rooms.
Memorial Union. 12:30 p.m.
REAGANOMICS: HOW CAN IT WORK?: Formal
debate between Economics Professors Manley Irwin and
Sam Rosen. Sponsored by Omicron Delta Epsilon and
WSBE. Th,ursday. February 19. Strafford Room.
Memorial Union. I p.m. Donation 50c:
1980-1981 BASIC EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY·
GRANTS: Deadline for applications for current
academic year is March 15. 1981. Changes will permit
some ineligible students to receive 1980-81 BEOG"s.
Applications available in Financial Aid Office. Room
207. Thompson Hall.
WSBE ADVISING OFFICE: Will be accepting intercollege transfer applications February 9-27. Contact
Advising Office. McConnell Hall for more information
or call 862-3885.

INTER-VARSITY CHRISTIAN FELl,OWSHIP:
Dave Beck will continue exposition of Paul"s letter to the
Ephesians. Friday. February 20. Room 218. McConnell
Hall. 7:30 p.m.
"SUN DAY"" MEETING: Sponsored by Solar Energy
Coalition. Thursday. February 19. Room 146-B.
Memorial Union. 12:30 p.m.
TRAP ANDSKEETCLUB MEETING: Organizational
meeting to discuss up-corning shoots. Wednesday,
February 18, Room 1·9. Hamilton Smith. 7:30 p.rn.
TUNE- UP YOUR BEAUTIFUL BOD: Sponsored by
Hatha Yoga Organization. Tuesday. February 17.
Belknap Room. Memorial Union. 7:30-9 p.rn.
INTERNATIONAL WOMENS GROUP: Meet with
International students at Richardson Mini Dorm (!House) on Th.ursday. February 19. 7:30 p.m.
ANIMAL INDUSTRY CLUB MEETING: Drawing for
anyone signed up for Dairy. Beef. Sheep or Swine to
show in the Little Royal. Drawing for Horses will be all
day at the Horse barns. Wednesday. February 18. Room
202. Kendall Hall. 7:30 p.rn.
THE NEW UNH GERMAN CLUB: First general
meeting. February 17 at 7 p.rn. At Murkland 203.
COMMUNICATION DISORDERS MAJORS:
'.'JSSLHA meeting. Wednesday. February 25 at 7 p.rn. at
Rm. M-122

CO:\IPl .TER SER\"ICES

ATHLETICS
UNH SHOTOKAN KARATE CLUB: Now forming. Biweekly instruction to all those inteFested in studying
Japanese style Martial Art. Meets every Tuesday and
Wednesday from 7-9 p.m .. Press Box. Field House. For
more information contact Steve Warren. 742-8746 or ·
Judy Heller, Field House. 862-2031.
CHANGE IN RACQUETBLL RESERVATION
TIMES: Effective Monday, March 2, Monday through
Friday racq1,1etball reservations will be taken from 7:459:30 a.m. To make a reservation call 862-1528.

CAREERS
DOING WHAT YOU ENJOY AND GETTING PAID
FOR IT: Sponsored by Career Planning and Placement.
Wednesday, February 18. Grafton Room. Memorial
Union. 2: I0-4 p. m.
JOB SEARCH FOR TEACHERS: Information on
locating and applying for teaching positions. Lecture.
videotape. and questions and answers. Sponsored by
Career Planning and Placement. Thursday. February 19.
Room 203. Huddleston Hall. 6:30 p.rn.

CU ' HS ..\:\D ORGA:\IZATIO:\S:
GAY COFFEE HOUSE: Open to all. Friday. February
20. Philip Hale Room. Paul Creative Arts Center. 8-10
p.m.

For registration or information on the courses listed
below. please call 862-3527. or stop by Room 2E. Stoke
Cluster.
MICRO AND GRAPHICS INTEREST GROUP:
Combination of both courses. Thursday. February 19.
Stoke Cluster 2:30-4:30 p.m.
STATISTICS INTEREST GROUP: Open meetings.
Concerned with the statistical program and packages
available at UNH. Wednesday. February 25. Stoke
Cluster. 2-4 p.rn.
LOGIN TUTORIAL: Forindividualhelpaboutspecific
problems. Every Tuesday and Thursday. Stoke Cluster.
8-9:30 a.rn.
BEGINNING SPSS: Two-session course. Will present
some of the simpler set-ups for running SPSS and
describe some common analyses. Monday. February 23.
and Wednesday. February 25. Stoke Cluster. 10-12 a.rn.
Prerequisite: Beginning Tirneshari!1g or Batch Cards.

MUSO
continued from page one
president. However it was evident
that the Senate would not tolerate
the film, and MUSO proposed
"Emmanuelle" to SAFC last week.
'SAFC approved the film, and
then, though not required, the
Senate also did Sunday night.
Four precedents developed from
the controversy between the
Senate and MUSO which were
important in the decision.
Pornography was defined. After
Onore spoke, the critisism of
pornography was pointed at
MUSO's intentions to show an "Xrated" film. As several Senators
noted, not all X-rated films are
pornographic, and a definition W<clS
adopted.
The Senate defined pornography as presenting a "degradin£and
aemeamng portrayal of the role
and status of the human female as
a mere sexual object to be
exploited and manipulated."
The Senate has jurisdiction over

cfpci1;;ion, " s:lid Chairperson Sa1a-

Jane Horton," As slim as it may be,
they made a decision." M osi
Senators respected the decision of
the committee, and voted in favor
of the film.

TO: STUDENTS
FROM: FINANCIAL AID OFFICE
207 THOMPSON HALL

COl "'.\SEIS\G A:\D TESlT\G CE:\TER

National Direct Student Loans
will not be available for use in the
1981 UNH ummer Session. Students,
however, may still apply for Guaranteed
Student Loans through local lenders for
use in the 1981 UNH Summer Session.

SUPPORT GROUP FOR VICTIMS OF SEXUAL
ASS AUL T 1 HARASSMENT: Informal weekly drop-in
group. designed to meet individual needs. Tuesday.
February 24. Schofield House. 1-2:30 p.rn.
ASSERTIVENESS GROUP: Learn the difference
between asser_tive. non-assertive and aggressive
communication. Four week series beginning Wednesday.
Februan 18. Schofield House. 3-5 p.rn .

UNH IS NOT
JUST FOR
18 YEAR OLDS!

Attention Honor students:
Mortar Board is a national honor society
of college seniors which recognizes in its
membership the qualities of. scholarship,
. leadership and service. Our chapter here at
UNH has been an active part of campus life
·since 1938 and is perhaps best identified
through the Used Book Sale which we run
at the beginning of each semester in the
MUB.
The process of electing next year's
membership has begun and the purpose of
this advertisement is to ensure that no
elegihle candidates are overlooked. All
students with a prospective graduation
date of DEC 1981 or MAY 1982 with a
cumulative GPA of 3.25 are eligible. If you
meet these criteria and would like to
become a member hut have failed to receive
an information sheet in the mail, you may
obtain one by contacting: ·
Douglas J. Norton
224 Alexander Hall
2-1618 or 868-9748

the film because. it is Student
Activity Fee (SAF) funded. Many
arguments, such as that
pornography is immoral, were
later recognized as irrelevant.
However, the ~enate is responsible
for how SAF funds are i,pent by
student organizations.
SAFC adopted a special
procedure for approval of X-rated
films. Before approving
"Emmanuelle", SAFC mandated
that it would approve the funding
of X-rated films only after the
organization sponsoring the film
demonstrates that it is not
pornographic.
The Senate recognized a
committee decision. After the
Senate opted to decide themselves
whether MUSO should show
"Emmanuelle", many deliberated
.because they had not seen the film
or read any review. No
representative from MUSO was
present, and the close SAFC v.ote
increased their skepticism.
.. They (SA FC) made a

GET-TOGETllER FOR
NONTRADITIONAL.
STUDENTS
Wednesday, February 18th
4 - 6 p.m.
Commuter/Transfer Center Lounge
Memorial Union Building
Refreshments will be served
Child Care available
1.

For more information and Child Care reservations
call Cynthia Shar, Coordinator of Special Programs.

Deadline- FEB 20, 1981

862-2090
t I·

'-' .
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UN
continued from page two
competition between the United
States and the U .S.S.R. is over
power and influence in the Third
World," Larson said.
Larson said that the battle for
the friendship of the Third World
countries is one that should be
waged and should be won.
"This is one area in which· the
United States and its friends and
allies can win hands down. We
have the economic wherewithal.
We have the technical assistance.
We have the willingness to support
them much more than the
Russians. The Russians can't
export food to them. They're a
food importer."
Larson said that by cutting its
annual contribution to the U .N.
from 32 percent to 25 percent the
United States has been "sending
the wrong signal" to the Third
World countries.
"We shouldn't underestimate
the U.N. because the Third World
thinks its important, and if three
quarters of the people on this earth
think the U.N. is important, we
ought to take it seriously."
-Moreover, the U.N. is much
more effective in dealing with the
problems of the Third World than
the United States can be, Larson
said. "When the U .N. advises a
country, it's got to do something
about the population, they don't
take .it as personally as if the
United State~ said it. If we (the
U.S.) go in and tell them 'you've
got to control your population'
they thjnk the white man is trying
to keep the black man down, or the
white mand is trying to keep tl~e
tan man down or the white man's
interfering."
Larson directed his remarks at
the ongoing debate over the
efficacy of the United Nations.
Recently Pierre Salinger of ABC
news accused U .N. Secretary
General Kurt Waldheim of fouling
up the hostae~ negot~ations when

he went to ·1 enran 1as1 yt:ar.
"Salinger underplayed the
delicacy of the negotiations,"
Larson said; "and was guilty of
sensationalism and distorting the
facts in order to make a splash."
In sizing up the U.N. Larson
pointed to its drafting of an
international law of the sea and to
the 107 peace making-peace
keeping operations it has been
involved in since its founding in
1945.

When asked about the failures
to keep peace in Afghanistan and
Vietnam, Larson explained that
the U.N. peace making operations .
are powerless whenever either the
U.S. or the U.S.S.R. is_involved in
a conflict. Each of the two
countries is a permanent member
of the U .N. Security Council. he

said.
_
In order for the U .N. to initiate
peace making operations, the vote
of the permanent members of the
Security Council must be
unanimous. Rarely do the
superpowers approve of each
other's international exploits. Just
as rare is an unanimous vote in the
Security Council.
But the United States must be
more objective in looking at the
U.N., Larson said.
"It's never measured up to our
expectations, but 1 don't think
other people of the wo'rld were
under the illusion that we were.
They're not disappointed with the
U.N. We tend to be a little
: disappointed. Overall I think it's
done exceedingly well."

CAT NIP PUB
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TUESDAY, February 17
DURHAM RED CROSS BLOOD DRIVE: Granite State
Room, Memorial Union, IO a.m. ~ 3 p.m.
ART TALK: Lee Bontecou, internationally renowned
woman sculptor. Sponsored by Department of the Arts.
Room A218/219, Paul Creative Arts Center, 12:30 p.m.
ASCE LECTURE: Civil Engineering Aspects of Computer
Graphics. Robert Henry, Civil Engineering. Room 251,
Kingsbury 1-2 p.m.
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING SEMINAR: Clean Fuels
from Coal. Dr. J.A. Ruether, U.S. Deparment of Energy,
Pittsburgh, PA; Energy Technology Engineering Center.
Room 310, Kingsbury Hall, 2:30 - 3:3ff p.m.
MEN'S HOCKEY: vs. Vermont. Sni:vely Arena, 7 p.m.
Tickets: general admission $3; reserved seats $4.
INTERNATIONAL HUMAN UNITY CONFERENCE:
Dr. Joel Shrut. Sponsored by Society for Wholistic Living.
Room 204, McConnell, 7:30 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, February !8

Main Street Durham

DURHAM RED .CROSS BLOOD DRIVE: Next to the last
day! Granite State Room, Memor-ial Union, 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
WEONESDAY--AT-NOON

Monday - Chilli
Tuesday - Pizza
Wednesday - Spaghetti
Thursday - Quiche · .
Friday - Fish Sandwiches

Entertainment WednesdaySaturday 9-closing

SERJES: South America:

Through · Magellan to the Panama Canal. Slide show and
lecture by Frederick P. Murray, Communication Disorders.
Sponsored by the Commuter/ Transfer Center. Durham
Room, Memorial Union, Noon.
C:OMPUTER SCIENCE COLLOQUIUM: The Greatest
Fixpoint Approach to Data Types. Professor Michael
Arbib, University of Massachusetts. Room 310, Kingsbury,
3-4 p.m.
WOMEN'S ICE HOCKEY: vs. Colby. Snively Arena, 7
p.m.
MEN'S AND WOMEN'S SQUASH MATCH: vs. Colby
College. Sponsored by UNH Squash Club. Field House, 7
p.m.
HAZARDS OF NUCLEAR ENERGY: "Paul Jacobs and
the Nuclear Gang." Film sponsored by S.A.N.E. Room
LIOI, Parsons, 7:30 p.m:
MEN'S BASKETBALL: vs. Vermont, Lundholm Gym,
Field House, 7:30 p.m. Tickets: General admission $2.50
MAN AND THE COMPUTER II SERIES: Subject: Brain
Theory. Profesor M icha~l Ar bib, Computer and
Information Science Department, University of
Massachusetts. Sponsored by Computer Services. 1925
Room, Elliot Alumni Center, 8 p.m.

THURSDAY, February 19
LAST DAY TO WITHDRAW AND QUALIFY FOR 1/2
TUITION REFUND.
DURHAM RED CROSS BLOOD DRIVE: LAST DAY.
Granite State Room, Memorial Union, IO a.m.-3 p.m.
AIP SEMINAR: Increased Semiconductor Electrode
Stability in Photoelectro-Chemical Cells. James Gould,
Chemistry. lddles Room L-103, Parsons. 11 a.m.-Noon.
EE 800 GRADUATE SEMINAR: The Electrical Engineer
in Areospace and Military Employment. , Paul Nahin ,
Electrical & Computer Engineering. Room 251, Kingsbury,
1-2 p.m.
MUSO FILM: "Manhattan." Sfrafford Room, Memorial
Union, 7 and 9:30 p.m. Admission $1 or MUSO Film Pass.
RENAISSANCE CONCERT: Music at the Courts of
Elizabeth I and James I. The Hampshire ·Consort: Robert
Stibler, renaissance winds; John Wicks, harpsicord and
organ. With Jo Whitney, soprano; Audrey Adams Havsky,
contralto; Henry Wing, tenor and recorder; and Lee
De Valliere , baritone·. Galleries, Paul Creative Arts Center, 8
p.m.
MU B PUB: Rick Bean with music for dancing 8 p.m. Cover
Charge 50c
FRIDAY ~ February 20

LAST DAY TO SUBMIT INTENT-TO-GRADUATE
CARD FOR MAY 1981 GRADUATION.
MEN'S INDOOR TRACK & FIELD: vs. Lowell. Paul
Sweet Oval, Field House, 6 p.m.
WOMEN'S ICE HOCKEY: vs. Cornell. Snively Arena, 7:30
p.m.
MU B PUB: President, rock and roll. 8 p.m. Admission: $2
per person.

Appearing at:

THE FRAIHLll BALLROOM
, The New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is published,.,.and distributed semiweekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in Room 151
of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business
Office hours: Monday- Friday IO AM-2 PM ., Academic year subscription:
$13 .00. Third class postage paid at Durham, NH 03824. Advertisers should

In Durham

Wednesday Feb.- 18th

check their ads the first day. The New Hampshire will in no case be

Tickets on Sal~ at the Sub Stop and at door

All seats: $3.50

.t.

responsible for typographical or other errors, but will reprint that part of an
advertisem~nt in which a typographical error appears, if notified ,_
immediatelv. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The New ·
Hampshire~ 151 MUB. UNH, Durham, NH, 03824. 11,000 copies perissue
printed by Courier Publishing Co., Rochester N.H.
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Wolfe
continued from ~age two
Such paranoia, Wolfe said, is
one of the "profound effects of
World War II on Soviet society.
During tht? 'Great Patriotic War',
as it is called in Russia, twenty
million Russians were killed, sixty
ti_!1!~s more than in the US. 73,000

of their towns were destroyed. We
only lost Pearl Harbor."
As proof that the Great Patriotic
War is very real to the : Soviet
consciousness, Wolfe cited the
Soviet tradition of visiting the
tomb of ' the Unknown Soldier
during any joyous occasion, such
as a wedding.
"The USSR has known war too
intimately ~nd too intensely,"
continued Wolfe. "They want that
no one would dare invade them
again. This is why they are so
determined to be equal to the US."
Wolfe called Reagan's statement
as a candidate that the US must
acheive nuclear superiority, "a
doomed strategy".

8th INTERNATIO~AL

HUMAN UNITY CONFERENCE·

He cited a recent development in
the arms race, "first strike
capability" weapons now
proposed for deployment in West
Germany.
"These new weapons are an
improvement over our present
ones, which are aimed at each
other's populations. First strike
weapons, such as the MX missile,
and the Trident submarine, are
retargeted at each other's
weapons," and .can get there much
more quickly than before.
The idea of nuclear hardware in
Europe, says Wolfe, "horrifies the
Russians, especially when they
think of West German fingers on
the triggers, and vital Soviet
centers only four minutes away
from them."

Wolfe spoke of a mistake that Russians would support it. He said
happened in November 1979. "A that · ~ Brezhnev has been
Pentagon computer said that the supporting a Comprehensive
Soviets had launched an attack. It (Nuclear) Test Ban Treaty for
took them six minutes to discover years. And SALT II - the Soviets
that it was an error. That was when were willing to sign it. It was our
we had thirty minutes· to decide politicians who were not."
whether to push The Button. With
Wolfe was careful to distinguish
these new weapons, we only have between a freeze on new weapons
four."
and actual disarmament, which he
"In a nuclear age," Wolfe said, did not think would work. "It is
"there is no 'peace through dangerous to talk about unilateral
strength'. Every new weapon disarmament", he said, "and it
increases the insecurity."
would be unstable to world peace."
What Wolfe proposes an an Wolfe thought that our perception
alternative to the arms race · is an of the Soviet threat was influenced
••American/ Soviet joint freeze on by politics. He referred to the crisis ·
production, testing, and of last November over sightings of
deployment" of any new Russian soldiers in Cuba.
weaponry: Wolfe feels that if the , "There have been two thousand
US proposed such a measure, the Soviet troops in Cuba since 1962.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ They were there all during the
SALT I hearin2s." Wolfe said. "In
November, Frank Church nee4e4t ~
something · for re-election ," so he
turned the Soviet/ Cuba issue into
a crisis.
According to Wolfe, "an arms
freeze is. such a small risk. We

AbSOIUIBIU

oould do it without destroying our

defense. What greater destruction
could there be than nuclear
holocaust?"
.
"The problem is how to
convince our Congressmen and
neighbors."
Wolfe said "nothing can destroy
our idea more quickly than to
believe it can't happen. Before the
Civil War, people ridiculed the
idea that human slavery could be
WOLFE, page nine

A Talk On Human Unity Offered By

DH. JOEL SHHUT

Tuesday , February 17

7:30 pm

McConnell Hall (\fYSBE) UNH
Room

THE AREA'S LARGEST
S:ElEC·TJON A.ND . .
LOWEST PRlCES!

204

S-F

1

•rR. ED
' .
inroadway
.
g

..

Weekdays
.
9:30-9

BERMUDA

SHOE
.
•
BARN,.

.

Saturd'
yl .
. 9-5~ ' .

DOVER

There's still time to
plan for spring hreak

We've got
the Best Deal
anyone can offer
call us
soon!!!
Patti or Barb
868-9828
862-1663

You Are Cordially
Invited To A
DEBA-T E

UllH CALIFORlllA
EKCHAll&E
Gener~I

"Reaganomics:
Can it-work?
with· Economics Professors
Manley Irwin and Sam Rosen

_
i nformation meeting
Wednesday, F.e bruary 8,
Carroll Belknap Room - MUB 12:30 p.m.

Time: Thurs. Feb. 19
at 1 :00
Place: Strafford Room,
Memorial Union Building

Applications Availahle at the
meeting or· at the Dean of Students
office in Huddleston Hall.

Sponsored by

Omicron Delta Epsilon
and
The Whittemore School
of Business and Economics
Donations - 50t

Come check out this exciting
program that could find you
attending either California .State
University, Chico or San Diego
State University, Fall
1981!
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requirements were last revised.
may be outdated in a decade.
"UNH went from a five course
"To be successful," he said, "you
load to a four course load and I'm have to know how to learn. If all
not convinced the students work you get is narrow training and in
any harder in the four courses,·· six years a change occurs, where
Sitkoff said. "The less you ask of are you if all you have acquired are
students and faculty, the less they the mechanics and not the ability
give. Standards and expectations to learn. We can teach students
have been lowered. Everyone how to learn and think." should be challenged."
The UCRC has looked into
Changes that are made will only studies done by other colleges in
apply to students who come to the region for methods to use here.
UNH after the changes are The studies follow three basic
instituted. A grandfather clause, models:
which prevents the new rules from ,
-CORE CURRICULUM:
being applied to students in the Everyone takes a series of specified
present program, will be part of the courses from more than one field
new plan.
. of study.
"If left to their own d e v i c e s , " . - - - - - - - - - - - - •
Sitkoff said, in defense of requiring
distribution courses, "students
would stay away from writing,
history, music, literature and art
courses.•• Sitkoff feels the group
best able to determine the most
useful long-range educational mix
of courses are not the students, but
from Bostonprofessional educators.
The only representative of the

Wolfe
continued from page eight
abolished. They said ·it was a
human axiom. that slavery would
always exist. But slavery has been
abolished.
"Perhaps if people have heart
and courage,•• Wolfe said, "war
can be abolished too."

,UCRC

BARGAIN

continued from page three

they can learn by themselves and
not get lost--something that
happens to freshmen and
sophomores in these large classes.
Students congregate in a few wellknown courses now. Ideally all student body on the UCRC is
general education courses would Joseph Sudbay, (undergraduate).
Sitkoff said because of rapid
be smaller."
'No decisions have been made by changes in thinking and
the UCRC yet, but at a result of technology · present knowledge
complaints from departments of
the university some areas are being
considered for action. The
complaints focus on the inablility
of some students to communicate
or think critically.
It is possible _the UCRC will
Nancy Webb, M. Ed.
fight these problems by requiring
·
Duane Karlen, M. Ed.
students to hand in term papers.
Ben Fowler, Hypnosis
Another suggestion is to eliminate
computer-graded short-answer
A private professional agency
exams and replace them will essayoffering services for men
type exams. The courses would be
and women in transition
taught by full-time faculty,
emphasizing creative thinking and
Marriage/ Relaionships
class participation.
Stress Management
The UCRC was established in
Career Decisions
September, 1980. by Gordor
Haaland, vice president ot
Sexual Issues
academic affairs. The objective of
Hypnosis
the committee is to focus core
Families
requirements around a theme
Divorce
which has not been c-hosen yet. it
20 Madbury Rd. Durham
has been 13 years since course ..__ _ _ 868-1241---.....

OUTREACH

counsEuno
SERVICES

AIR FARES

Los Angeles ... $286
Miami ... $213
Tarnpa ... $20 l
London
Stand by ... $370
Confirmed Reservation .. $429
Paris ... $499
Frankfurt.. .$399
Switzerland ... $425
Amtrak to Fl<;>rida ... $170

WOODY ALLEN
Diane Keaton

Mariel Hemingway

students with the assorted
academ·ic departments), greatideas, (requiring all students to
read a common core of classics),
theme or problem-based (generally
interdisciplinary), or critical
thinking (stressing ways of
thinking rather than content).
It has not been decided which, if
an_y, of these directions the UNH
program will take. The UCRC
plans to complete its preliminary
report by May. If the plan is
approved, it could become YNH
policy by next fall.
The meeting will be held from
12:30 p.m. until 2:00 p.m. in room
208 of McConnell Hall.

BERMUDA
FROM ONLY $279.00

plus 15% tax and service

MARCH· APRJL We~kly Saturday ·Departures
PRICE INCLUDES:
• Roundtrip jet transportation from Boston or N.Y.
• 8 days/7 ntghts accommodations
• Round-trip transfers from airport
• All taxes and gratuities (except 5.00 BOA tax)
• Fu!! b!'eakfast and d!r.ner (hotel package)
• Fully-equipped kitchenettes
,
• College week activities

Plus Exclusive
• Welcome Party with Bermuda Strollers
• Free Beer and Souvenirs
• Admission to Night Clubs and more
Act Now

Limited Space .
Mail $25.00 Deposit To:·

35 Main St.
(Across from the Post Office)
868-5970

-M USO FILM SOCIETY
Presents

-LIST: This is the closest
method to what is used here now,
but it is much more .$pecifically
prescribed and limited.
Requirements are precisely
defined. A way of more narrowly
specifying what areas and skills a
course will stress.
-COMPETENCY: After, for
example, junior year, each student
must pass · a competency test in
areas not yet determined or be
required to take a course in that
field.
In the studies it was also found
tilat in almost all cases the
approaches used were either
discipline based, (acqua intinJ:?:

Adventures In Travel
1200 Post Road East
Westport, Conn. 06880
or write or call for brochure and information (203) 226-7421

FLORIDA_
-FOR$25
· Can't afford a Spring ·Break
V~cation but want to look like
we went ...
or
You want to start your tan
before vacation so you don't
run the risk of burning...

-on the Kari Van Route
-First visit free
t

FIND YOUR PLACE
IN THE SUN
Family Sun
Tanning Center

~ M.ANHATT.AN
Thursday Feb. 19
7:00 & 9:30

STRAFFORD ROOM, MUB
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KARMA. -EllCARIATIOI AID HU
A discussion will be -held dealing with the
recognition of and our daily participation in
other realms of being as viewed by
ECKAIKAR The event will be held on
Thursday, Feb. 19 at 8:00 pm in room 203
McConnell Hali at UNH.

Piercing your
ears isn't what
it used to be.

Chlorine
continued from page one
in part to the efficiency of primary
treat~ent steps employed prior to
the missed, final chlonnat1on.
Mike Hart, Personnel Officer
for the_Universitysaid the Division
of Physical Plant Operation and
Maintenance (P.P.O.&M.) has
been soliciting applications since
last April to fill 2-3 positions for
Water Utility Operators. Hart said
by filling these positions, round the
clock coverage would be possible.
"The strict requirements for
applicants may serve as a detterent
to filling thes@ positions," Hart
said.
P.P.O.&M. is currently
requesting 4 years experience in
water treatment operation.

continued from page three
percent of that being $20.77.
This $20.77 times UNH's 2,500
employees equals $51,925.00 that
some faculty feel the government
need not have obtained.
Confusion was felt by some
individuals whose.checks were sent
directly to the bank. The bank
checks, dated December 31,
reflected that checks could be used
in 1980 while check stubs sent to
employees had a January 2nd pay
period ending date.
The Internal Revenue Service

Tues. Feb. 17th
9:00 p.m.

Come to us for
beautifully
pierced ears.

FREE MOVIES
on THE BIG SCREEn.

MUB Cafeteria
. (97 min's) .SMOKEY AND THE BANDIT

•••

EAR PIERCING
FREE

Taxes

said the University was following
mandatory procedures in that if an
employee's payday fall on a
holiday he must be paid prior to
that date. The day the check is
received . determines which W-2
form it is recorded on. ·
To be paid in 1981 all employees
would have had to agree to wait to
the following Monday, January
5th, for their check 1 the IRS said.
All employees will "definately"
have to pay tax on the extra check
in the year 1980, Vaas said.
However, Edwar-d Smith,
Director of University System
Budgets, added that if a substantial
amount of employees complained
to him of being in a higher fax
bracket he would present the
problem to the Internal Revenue
Service.
The IRS said individual
complaints can also be made it tax
forms have been submitted.'

11111

Burt Reynolds in another action corned
THE "CANDID" CANDID CAMERA SHOW
A half-hour_of spoofs introduced by Allen Funt.

with purchase of piercing
earrings. Parental consent
required under 18.

Wed. Feb. 18th COLLEGE CAN BE KILLING
9:00 p.m. _
b
. ·,,1
Strafford Room A- documentary a out su1c1ues on
(105 min 's)
campuses.
FLASH GORDON

29 Main St.
Durham

Hours
Mon~Sat 9-5
Thurs., Fri Till 7

A science-fiction delight!

Phone
868-7051

rr
~s
"What Can
OPENING ·SOON
A
New
Restaurant

A
New
Idea

I Do
with A
Major in
CHEMISTRY?"
Well, find our with professor Paul Jones
of the UNII Chemistry Dept. lle'll fill
you in on the courses & opportunites in
Chemistry fields. Open to all
undergraduates

Thursday, February 19th ·
12:-3 0 p.m. in the
Hilssborough Room

MUB
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FOrestry

Demands

continued from page three
repeal document currently under
revision, will be presented at the
hearing in Washington, D.C. on
April 29th.
"We have a good program that
deserves accreditation although
some changes are in order,"
Haaland said. "Right now, we're in
the process of recruiting for the
forestry faculty," he added.
Haaland said he expects to meet
with the forestry faculty soon to
review the revised repeal
document.
If accreditation is lost, the
forestry program would be put
into a candidate status. A new
accreditation review would then
have to be requested and the whole
process could take up to two years
to complete. _
It would take at least a year to
set up the procedure. Another selfevaluation would have to be
completed by the University before
the SAF could send a review team
and that could take yet another
year.
That mea'ns two classes, current
sophomores and juniors, might
graduate without accredited
majors. It may not matter in job
related areas, however, since most
.states do not require accreditation
to become registered toresters.
"It would depend on where I
applied," said Sophomore forestry
major Jerry Z?k. "I talked with
four people at the company I
worked for last summer and one of
them said that it didn't mean a
damn thing to hiip, while another
person said that it did mean
something."
Zak also said that he would like
to stay here but would consider
transferring if the Forestry
Program could . not get
reaccredited before he graduated.
Junior Kevin Lapointe did
consider transferring after
attending last fall's accreditation
meetine:s.
"I looked into the University of
Maim.: at Orono," he said , "which
is the only other place I'd go. But I
would have io pay out-of-state
tuition there and decided against
it."

Weyrick believes accreditation
is a factor but not an important
one. The courses a student has
taken, how well he did in them, and
his background knowledge are the
important factors in the job area,
he said.
If accreditation is lost, the
forestry program will try to
become reaccredited as soon as
possible, according to Weyrick.
"If any weaknesses are found,
they will be strengthened," he said,
adding: "We are determined to be
accredited."

UCTA
continued from page three
many times the projects involve a
company's finances.
By providing these services and
expertise Seymore says that some
companies have become more
profitable and therefore, have
needed to expand and hire more
people, which is not only good for
the' business, but for the economy
of the state as well. Also, the
program has helped companies,
which would have otherwise gone
out of business, to stabilize.
Seymore said that the program's
other goal is to facilitate the
student's learning experiences. By
having students work on real
business problems, whether they
be management, financial, or
technical, they see real
applications for the skills they
learn in the classroom. According
to Seymore, the program is helping
prepare students for their future.
Seymore also said the UCT A is
looking for individuals,
businesses, and communities in
need of their assistance. Anyone
interested may call 2-3556 for
further information.

continued from page one
room." said Hartwell. "Last
semester I had a public speaking
class that had to squish into the
small room on Tuesdays and we
got the larger room on
Thursdays." This class was large,
said Hartwell, containing 30
students. The average size of a
public speaking class is 20-24. "We
actually ended up having to
schedule extra meeting times to
complete the required five to six
speeches per student over the
course of the semester." she said.
Kenneth Sweet sees the major
effect in the shortage of resources
to be in the lack of time that
department faculty are left · in
which to pursue "scholarly work".
"We have put aside our research

and our scholarly efforts in order
to accomodate the large numbers
of advisees that we have," he said.
Although Sweet feels that the
growth is a positive reflection of
the efforts of the faculty in the
department, he said that the lack of
time for personal work defeats a
large aspect -of an academic
environment, and that this
situation is especially difficult for
those seeking tenure.
Fleming expressed similar
concerns. "It's difficult to do both.
There are certain times of the year
when it's impossible. It taxes all of
us, but," she added, "I have such

PAGE ELEVEN

fascinating colleagues in the
department. It's just becoming
more and more intellectually rich.
That's very exciting."
Susan Westhall, a senior major
in communications said, ••A lot of
the classes are too big. You may
not notice it at first, but in the long
run, it can be detrimental. The
bigger it gets, the less personal it
becomes."
The communications division is
currently evaluating its needs and
its resources in correspondence
with President Handler's master
plan. Sims feels that an effort has
been made_to in~rease the quality

and quantity of courses offered:
"But _like ..any rapid ' growth
situation, there's a lot of stress and
strain. And there's always the
problem of over-expansion. If you
grow rapidly in a period, you may
over-expand your resources. We
have to maintain a fine edge
between meeting demands and
over-growth."
"I really think that communications is the major of the future."
Westhall said." It will just keep
growing. Maybe they should limit
the number of majors until they
can better accomodate the
students that they have."

INFLATION FIGllTING SPECIAL
Tues. & Wed. Feb. 24 & 25

25% OFF all DOUBLE-LOAD WASHES
·-

-

(
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.

.

Durham

Laundercenter
_M ain St. Durham
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Editorial
Thin line separates concern and power
Genuine concern is sometimes confused with
selfish power motives. This may be the case in
the recent X-mted film controversy.
The Student Activity Fee Council (SAFC), an
arm of the Student Senate which is comprised of
the nine s tudent organization business
managers, passed MUSO's nameless X-mted
movie a few weeks ago.
Then the Student Senate,' an advisory
overseer, stepped in after many years of silence
when SAFC routinely passed this semester's
"porno flick".
Up front the senat.ors cited "pornography" as a
dangerous unethical element not t.o be included ·
in a film.
But when "Clockwork Orange," "Alice in
Wonderland" and "Last Tango in Paris" were
presented fo~ a vote over the past two semesters,
the student senat.ors gave them the rubber
stamp. Then they had confidence in the council

they created.
Now the senat.ors have shown some interest
Some students have cried censorship.
Students are not forced t.o attend the movie. Yet
last semester several professors assigned the Xmted movie, "Last Tango in Paris."
Others have heralded th.e Senate's move as
something sµort of moment.ous.
Student Body President Bob Coates said at
last week's SAFC meeting that this controversy
points t.o the fact that the current system ( SAFC)
is ineffective.
Yet "the system" has worked well over the past
nine years. The Board of Trustees, in it$ only
measure of the kind, allows students t.o
supervise the Strident Activity Fee themselves
through SAFC.
The business manager of each organization is
monitored by the others'. Any film packages,
altered budgets, concertS or films have to be

DAMM IT, WE' VE
GOTTO MAKE TffiN<7S
TOU~HER! TOOMOCH
GRADE INFLATION/!

passed by SAFC.
Student Senate's job~ is not t.o circumvent
SAFC. They may advise, but they should not be
making sudden unneccessary demands-especially without supporting them.
The vote was closer in SAFC then it was in the
Senate concerning this semester's X-mted flick
But it is still essential to note that
"Emmanuelle", an X-mted movie, will be shown
on March 1.
H the Senate was genuinely concerned about
the showing of an X-mted ftlm they should have
lobbied SAFC members more ettectively instead
of merely creating opposition because of their
attempt to make a power play.
"Emmanuelle" may be a watered-down
version of so-called pornography, but note--the
X-mted film is still included in MUSO' s package.

.. .BUT J9UST TRY 6£TI1N&
LESS THAN A ..C'' AVERAG-E;
KID, AND IT'S ACADEMIC.
P~8ATION FOR YA/!

·~

Letters
Sororities
To the Editor:
I am writing in regard to the article
printed on February 13 concerning the
high cvsts of joining and belonging to a
sorority.
The first point that P. Rand Tracy
neglected to clarify was exactly how the
costs are broken down for in- and outof-house sisters for each semester. An
in-house sister of Alpha Chi Omega
pays $1000 per semester which is
broken down accordingly: $440 is
board (as compared to the $450 one
pays at the dining hall). $400 is room
($495 dorm residence), S55 dues, $75

building fee (to continue payment on
our mortgage) and $30 purchase fee to
cover social events during the semester.
An out-of-house sister pays the same
dues and fees, but is also given the
option of full or half board.
Our national sorority offers loans
and scholarships to any sister who
applies, and there are also many jobs
within the house to help deter costs.
A second point which caused
confusion for the girls who did decide
to rush was the incorrect information
that registration was from 7-10 Sunday
when in fact it was from 6-7 p.m. and
house tours from 7-10. This
misinformation led to complications .
for many potential rushees

The entire greek system has been
under close scrutiny during the past
year. It is difficult for us to uphold and
upgrade our reputation when
information is presented to th~
University community in such a
misleading and faulty way. It is of·
utmost importance to us that we be
represented in a clear and accurate
manner.
Sincerelv,
Amv Covert
Presiaent Alpha Chi Omega

.W ENH-TV
To the Editor:
It is a rare instance that I have taken

pen in hand to write a letter to the
ed(tor but the treatment I received in
Durham on a recent business trip was
equally as rare.
It was a rare pleasure indeed to run
into an individual who personified the
quality of "serving the public needs."
Though I am an out-of-stater I found
myself in Durham, New Hampshire,
with a seemingly complex problem
with regard to my business ahd the
avenues open to me in the use of media.
I was made to feel as welcome as if I
were a member of the UNH staff. I wa~
given prompt careful attention. I was
treated to a mini-lesson in modern
television technology and last but not
least when all avenues seemed closed in

solving our problem one individual
persevered and went above and beyond
the call of duty . He offered
encouragement that we would work
out a solution and we did.
To Sam Price especially, and to the
rest of the crew at New Hampshire
Public Television, thank you for
preserving the notion that you really
are serving the public need.
Michael J. Morse
President Gone Fishin'

Blood drive
To the Editor
Our Red Cross "Life Lines'; have
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been setup and will be in service from
Monday, February 16th through
Thursday, February 19th at the MUB
from JO a.m. to 3 p.m.
Since you are so very important to us
and to our Vermont-New Hampshire
Red Cross Blood Services, we eagerly
await your visit to our "We've G_ot a
Collect Call For You" blood drive.
Officials who do our bloodmobile
scheduling know that UNH is the place
to be this time of the year when the
weather becomes uncertain.
They know your recor,d-they know you
will help to "Restore Our Services" and
prevent their getting "Out of Order!"
Your regular donors know the
warmth and pride you feel each time;
you who are joining us for the first time
are promised that same warmth and
pride in what you have done in the
name of love.
That's what this is all about, so
please, give credence to our theme"Reach Out And TouchSomeone"and
make this truly the month of valentine
love.
Sincerely Jarry Stearns
Your Durham Red Cross Blood Cln.

Containinate
To the Editor:
I tell you, I just don't get no respect. I
used to live in New York but I went
nearly bankrupt trying to pay my
utility bill. New York Consolidated
Edison got permission from the public
utilities company to raise consumer
rates by 10 percent to cover a I0 million
dpl~ar mishap; a water leak at its inciian
Pomt plant. Some mishap. 1 naur..:, cs
lot.
So I deci<;ied to leave my humble
home near Indian Point and move to
New Hampshire were the air is fresh
and the water clean. I was certain the
change of atmosphere would help my
failing health - for some reason my hair
was falling out.
My first home in Kingston was a
beautiful little tar paper shack (Well it
was all I could afford!) with a lovely
view of a dump throu_gh my one and
only window. The dump wasn't so bad.
It kind of reminded me of my
childhood hangout. But then one day
two men came knocking on my tar
paper. They told me I had to leave
because the area was condemned by the
health department.
It turns out my little backyard...dump
was a wayward home for runaway
toxic chemicals. I often wonder what
my doctor meant when I went in for my
annual checkup, that I had high levels
of cadmium, zinc ·chloride, poly
urithane, and vinyl propal benzonate
mucka pucka running around in my
blood. He said I would probably die of
cancer ... eventually. I thought it was
awfully rude for him to say such things.
I eat a well balanced diet.
I changed doctors, moved to
Seabrook, N.H. and enrolled at the
University part-time. Well I bummed
right out when I found I had an up and
coming nuclear power plant in my back
yard. I can't afford to pay another
utility rate hike. What if an accident
occurs and some of that radiation stuff
leaks out like it did at Indian Point? My
new doctor told me radiation was the
reason my hair fell out the last time. l 'm
just getting a nice head of it now. I'd
like to keep it.
I used to think nukes were a cheap
alternative to oiL But the utility
companies were pulling the wool over
my eyes. Even Seabrook station was
origi nally estimated at costing $900
million to build . but now is expectd to
cost $J billion. I wish I could move to
Tibet. At least they don't have nukes
yet.
I think 111 get wise (and I don't mean
potatoe chips) and learn something
about nuclear power. Maybe it's not
such a good source of energy after all.
Nukes sure have been a pain in my
behind. I was walking through the
MUB the other day and I saw a poster
for a movie "Paul Jacobs and the
Nuclear Gang" which is playing
Wednesday night, Feb. 18 in Parsons
LI 0 I. I think I'll go. I tell you I just
don't get no respect ...
Minny Purinton

Abortion
To the Editor:
Last Tuesday's The New Hampshire
featured a front page article on the
proposed Constitutional Convention
regarding a pro-life amendment, and
on the concern expressed by the
Seacoast Citizens for Choice in their,
February 6 meeting. There are several
comments I'd like to make about the
article and the abortion issue.
The proposed amendment would
establish "the instant of conception ·as
the beginning of life.·· After stating this.

the article runs down a select few of the
implications of such an amendment
specifically that abortion wouJ~ ~~
classified as murder, even in the cases
of victims of rape or incest, or when the
mother's life is endangered.
Yet the needs which occur in these
cases are neither average, nor are they
the determining factors in the whole
question. We must look at the
common use of abortion as just
another form of birth control.
The central question, which must be
settled first, is simply this: is the instant
of conception the beginning of life, or
not? Other issues may be very
important, but until this question has
been addressed, they are in fact
secondary. Indeed, even if we only
consider the mother, the question of
whether the fetus is alive is crucial to
determine whether an abortion w111
subtract from or. add to her problems.
Is there any evidence that might
indicate that life does begin at
conception? It is a question for doctors
and philosophers, and has as much to
do with trying to define the word .. life,"
which people on both sides of the
abortion issue are concerned with
preserving and improving.
Medical authorities such as C.
Everet Koop h,n·o oorno out strongly

concerns responsibility. It is a word all
too often left out of our discussions
about abortion. The article to which
I've been alluding, and a couple letters
from N ARAL last semester, referred to
abortion as a "right" which must be
protected;. ·much of the pro-life
literature around speaks of the "rights"
of the fetus. None of us, I trust, is
against human rights, but all rights do
carry responsibilities.
Our culture has been . very busy
expanding and defending our sexual
"rights," but even the number of
abortions being performed today is
testimony to the fact that not much
responsibility is being exercised (not to
mention the number of people who
have been abused, lost their ability to
love, or have been reduced to subhumans by pornography - check our
Larkin Warren's excellent letter in last
Friday's issue).
The pro-choice people talk about
abortion as a "human right ..without
mentioning their responsibilities to the
little human beings who are the victims
of the procedure. Often pro-lifers talk
about how they will protect the rights
of a fetus with a piece of legislation, not
realizing that their responsibilities to
both the mother.and child only begin at
thut point. AH purtios invol..-od could

benefit from paying a little more
for the position that life begins at
conception, but since there is no . attention : _, our responsibilities.
Perhaps we could even begin working
concensus as such which is universally
accepted, I would like to appeal t~ our on solutions to our problems.
Jonas Zoller
native intuitions as human beings.
Liz Day, the director of the
Portsmouth Women's Resource
Center is quoted as saying that
abortion is a "very sad and unpleasant
alternative ... This fits in with the fact
· that women suffering miscarriages
often suffer a period of depression. I
would like to suggest that this is
because we all have an awarenesss that
the child developing is alive, no matter
what the circumstances of its creation..
Scripture also presents this view. In
Psalm 139, David writes to God: "You
created my inmost being; you knit me
together in my mother's womb ... All the
days ordained for me were written in
your book before one of them came to
be." Here another issue arises.
Abortion is a way in which man plays
God, holding the destiny of a human
life as if he were prescient. He also
denies that God knows what He is
doing.
As I mention God, I can hear some of
you say, "Aha! Just as I thought, he's
from Moral Majority!" This is the kind
of association the article makes when it
ties the pro-life position in with the
New Right political m.Jvement. Now, it
is to be admitted that the rising
conservative forces in this country have
supported the pro-life position (to their
credit), but you cannot simply depict
and dismiss pro-lifers as conservatives,
and expect the whole basically liberal
UNH comm•mity to follow along.
When the article last Tuesday
appealed to the "silent majority" in this
same spirit, it made a rather arrogant
presumption concerning the
viewpoints of many Americans. It
might be instructive to note that it was
Spiro Agnew who coined the phrase
"silent majority" to demonstrate
support for a war which was, in fact ,
very unpopular.
Another misconception about the
· abortion issue was exemplified in that
tasteless cartoon from the editorial
page of Friday's paper. The'gist of the
idea is that to illegalize abortion is to
condemn the poor to dangerous coathanger abortions. This whole way of
approaching the issue ignores the fact
that such abortions are highly illegal,
and condemned strongly by all.
One who is against abortion will
certainly be against these monstrosities
and the blame for them belongs to
those who perform them, and to the
society that continues to consider the
taking of life to be a morally acceptable
alternative (which would be a widely
held view even if abortion were
illegalized), not to those who oppose it.
No one wants poor women to be
victimized. and the fact that the rich
can afford to have abortions done in
safety makes it more unjust, but the hte
of a fetus is no less ended by surgical
instruments than it is by any unsanitary
substituion. The answer is to make sure
that this form of violence is not
practiced by anyone under any
conditions. Only then will justice be
served.
It must also be recognized by all prolifers that a prohibition of abortions
must also initiate a new responsibility
to unwed mothers and those who for
other reasons consider abortion. It
demands a committment of finances to
both education about alternatives and
to the physical support of those with
the unaborted children.
Even more crucially, it demands ·
personal and emotional support and
in volvement. The same concern for life
displayed in a stand against abortion
must be displayed in an attempt to meet the needs of those having the
children they might have aborted .
Anything less would be hypocrisy.
The final comment I'd like to make

Submit typed
letters
to the Editor
in Room 151
of the MUB.
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Arts & Features
Stratocasters
Against Nukes:

MUSE at UNH

J...__

Concert
By David Elliott
Supporters of both rock'n'roll
and the anti-nuclear movement
in luck Sa turday night.
More tha n 2500 people packed
into the UNH Field House for
three hours of crisp rock and blue~
from Ronnit> Raitt, The John Hall
Band, and John Hammond, with
the proceeds going to benefit
MUSE (Musicians United for Saft:
Energy) and that organization'5
grants to local anti-nuke groups.
Raitt performed with' Hall anc
his band, rather than her usua:
eclectic group, and they workec
admirably together, though th(
show had a harder edge than he1
usual venue, slanted more towarc
the driving sounds of hers anc ·
Hall's Fender Stratocaster guitars
Hall and his three-man bane
opened the evening's rock shoY
with "Dance With Me", a familia:
tune Hall made famous during .hii
stint with Orleans. Bob Leinbach
who looked like he might belong t<
the Plasmatics or the Dead Boys
banged out a nice solo on th1
electric piano. Leinbach, despit1
his shaved head and shades, know
rock and roll better than punk o
new wave, having playe<
keyboards in the past witl
Orleans, Joe Cocker, and th1
Fabulous Rhinestones.
Rock, punk, or NO NUKES
Leinbach, put on a great show or
the keyboards. On "Don't Hur
Me", Leinbach picked - up a
trombone and blew out an inspirec
solo.
Hall himself was no slouch. H
moved quickly through his regga
tune, "Plutonium is Forever
highlighted with his raspy
chicken-scratch rhythm guitar.
The crowd was not satisfied, bu
don't blame Hall and com pan).
They knew what they wanted to see
and were getting nasty. People Clockwise from above: Bonnie Raitt and John Hall, John Hammond, Raitt, and Bob Leinbach. Tim Lorette
sitting stage right caught a glimpse photos
of Bonnie Raitt first; she was in the
wings dancing around to the beat
of the Hall band's music like the
kids in the aisles. She was ready
and the crowd was ready for her.
She bounded up on the stage,
picked up her Stratocaster, and
lurched into the backbeat of
"Good Enough". The crowd was
up and rushing the stage to get a
better view of Raitt and Hall as
they sang alternate verses of one of
Raitt's more famous songs.
Raitt refused to let the crowd
rest and began Robert Palmer's
"Landslide'" Hall came forward
and did his part to keep the crowd
jumping with an ear-piercing
guitar solo.
Raitt and Hall complimented
each other excellently. Hall let the
Hut Hall ended the respite with a
concert with forty minutes ot
sultry Raitt do most of the talking. loud lead into "Three Time Loser".
blues. Hammond, who was
driving
Hall
and
She worked the crowd
He and Raitt faced each other on
in for Tom Rush, sat
filling
did the talking with· his guitar.
the stage and battled it out on twin
perched upon a stool looking very
The duo slowed down the pace Stratocasters.
businesslike in a tan suit and red
with a bluesy Delbert McClinton
From there it was into
with
up
that
tune and followed
"Runaway". After that> Raitt
shirt. His business for the evening
"Bluebird", a Stephen Stills shuffled offstage, ringing John
was traditional blues ballads
composition done originally by the Hammond's young daughter's
cranked ·out on guitar and
Buffalo Springfield.
"nice, light'~ambourine over her
harmonica. Hammond played the
Raitt went back to her blues head; she was all hips. Sensing the
blues of the old masters: Robert
roots when she sang "Angel from success of the show, she sang out as
Johnson , Willy Dixon, and Big
Montgomery" a slow blues tune she shuffled from the stage: "We
Bill Broozny. Both Raitt and Hall
written by John Prine.
bad, we bad."
acknowledged their debt to
After that, she and Hall gave the
But they were "Oh So Fine," and
Hammond in their onstage patter.
crowd a brief chat about the evils the crowd wanted more. They
of nuclear power. It was greeted yelled and clapped and fired up
Hammond, Raitt, Hall, it was a
by, what else, heavy applause. She ·their lighters. Within minutes the
great evening of music dedicated to
and Hall spoke specifically about band was back onstage and ~~
the anti-nuclear movement. It was
the town of Seabrook voting playing the original John Hall
more than great, "it was bad" as
against the plant. More applause. composition, "Power."
Bonnie herself said.
Th~ lady could do no wrong.
John Hammond opened the

on MUSE
By David Elliott and George
Newton
Part Four of a Series
Jo hn Ha ll made what he
considers a small contributio n to
the NO NUKES/ Safe Energy
crusade Saturday night in the form
of three hours of polished live

music.
"I am affected by it (NO
NUKES Safe Energy movement)
more than I affect it, Hall said after
the show. "The MUSE concerts
are just one small aspect of the NO
NUKES movement."
In the past, the music and the
musicians Hall, Jackson Browne,
Bonnie Raitt, and others, have
been the attention-getters in the
MUSE crusade. But Hall said he
and fellow MUSE board member
Jackson Browne are interested in
toning down the role they as
musicians play in the MUSE
crusade. Hall wants to see their
role as performers reduced, and
the role of "citizen" increased.
"I hope it is becoming a mass
movement," Mr. Hall said. "The
whole thing begins and ends with
the grassroots organizations."
But the impact the musicians
have on forwarding the movement
cannot be disputed. The best
publicity and the most money the
Safe Energy movement receives is
probably from the MUSE effort.
The MUSE "NO NUKES"
triple album was a successful
revenue e'arner. The movie of the
same name was not. The "NO
NUKES" movie failed to generate
money pledged to grassroots
organizations by MUSE; so Raitt
and Hall have stepped in once
again to aid a cause in which they
believe .
Both Hall, and Phillip Bloom,
who promoted this Raitt / Hall
concert tour, believe the movie got
shortchanged by the distributor,
Warner Bros.
"Warner Bros. is not helping us
get the movie eff the ground," Hall
said. "They have invested $I
million, and in movieland, that is
zero."
NevertheleSs, Hall sees a pretty
bright future for the NO NUKES
movement. But he thinks the
movement needs to gain more
organization and cohesion before
it can flourish . "We must try t{)
avoid polarization within the
movement," Hall said. "Too many
people want to keep it too
ideologically pure."
Hall seems pleased with both the
progress the movement has made
rnd the direction the movement is
'. aking. "In New York state, they
.rnve cancelled three proposed
nuclear reactors, one of which was
to be used to power the New York
city subway system."
"One of those reactors was
targeted near me in New York
state," Hall said . The people in my
area said no way. I know these
people; they are dedicated. Some
of them would lie down in front of
the bulldozers if that what it came
· down to," Hall said.
"I think MUSE and the NO
NUKES movement is making a
transition," Hall said. He spoke of
a recent Harris poll in which
Americans indicated solar power
as their most desired energy
source. Nuclear power came in at
the bottom position as the least
desirable form of energy.
HALL INTERVIEW, pa ge 16
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Listening to Doomsday in good faith
By John Q Webb
Recently I was told I might have only thirty
seconds to live. I spent those last seconds
staring at my watch.
I had just walked into the Radio Shack in
Newington Mall, when I noticed that there were
five people standing around, listening to a fifty
channel Bearcat programable scanner. I asked
the salesman what was going on.
"Some guy is holding some people hostage,"
he said. 'They're in some kind of building at
Pease." I stopped and listened.
"Look, ifyou don't start talking, in thirty seconds
I'll blow this Colonel's brains out, and throw him
outside with the other two." The people around
the scanner all waited for the sound of a gun
going off. No gun went off. But while .this was
going on, the salesman, with dark hair and the
neatly trimmed mustache, was trying to sell
the scanner--that we were listening to--to an old
couple. I hope if they buy it, they will leave ithere
so we

can

lioten to it.

"The guy is a psycho." Said the other store
clerk, who had stringy brown hair and a beard.
"We'// get the money to you in a while," replied the
negotiator, "It takes time to get a million dollars
together." .
"Hurry up, I don't have all day, and where is the
plane? I want it parked right here by the hole in the
fence. I've been dealing in good faith, now I want
you to start dealing with good faith. "
"We're doing the best we can."
'This is better than 'General Hospital,"' I said.
The old couple were no longer trying to buy the
scanner, they were just listening to it As a mall
securityguardpassedby,thestoreclerk,withthe
beard, called to him, and invited him to come in
and listen. The security guard had a blue
uniform, a blue wide brimmed hat, and brown ·
hair.
"Look, I don't see anything happening, my
partner and I are waiting. This Colonel's brains are
waiting to be blown out."
"All right, I'm getting the money out there right
now. But I do not want to bring it into the shelter. I
don't want to risk anymore of our people."
I said to the security guard, "I bet you're glad
you're not in the Air Force." .
"I am," he said, "in the Air Force."
The old couple were still listening silently, and
they looked as if they did not care about what
was going on, but were just curious. After
listening to the negotiations for a while •.the mall
security guard--who is .also in the Air Force-said: "We·really should not be listening to this."
He did not stop us from listening to the
negotiations, and he did not leave.
"Hey, i want action. I want the money. I want the

money in it. We'll leave it out on the ramp. All you
have to do is- get the money. " Another person
joined our group, he's in his late twenties, short,
muscular, black hair, and he was wearing an old
blue work coat
"I'm not going out there. I want you to bring the
money in here, so we can count, and make certain
that all one million dollars is there."
''You know what the Air Force is going fu do to
him?" said the newcomer. 'They're going to
blow him apart. You don't fool around with the
Air Force."
The store clerk with the beard asked the mall
security guard, "How could this guy have got in?
Can it be some M.P. gone nuts?"
"It had to be an inside job, its the only way he
could have surprised fourpeople. I don't think he
could have fought his way in," replied the guard.
Our group ·of intent listeners grew again, a
middle aged man, tall with short graying hair,
joined us.
"I'm SfCI<. and ttred ofyour delays, you better have
some good answer why the plane is not here, and
why you 're not bringing the money in to me. If you
don't start talking fast, in thirty seconds, this A CS
shelter and everything with in a hundred miles ofit
will go up."
I spent those thirty seconds staring at my gold
Hamilton wrist watch. I did not feel relieved
when those thrity seconds passed and nothing
.happened.
"Aw, come on," said the middle ruted nian.
''You don't really think that he ~can do that, do
you?" He said he's in an ACS shelter, which is
an Attack Command Shelter. So ifhe says he can
do it, he probably can," said the niall security.
guard. Everybody started to think the worse: that
.
we were going to die.
"We're bringing the money out right now, we'll
leave it on the ramp. I don't want to have any ofmy
men bring it in. I don't want to risk their lives, you
can ·understand that. And as a sign of good faith
.
could you release a hostage?"
"Deal in good faith, I see no money. We'll start
talking about releasing... "
"Alpha team in position and ready."
" ... /want you to get the press, I see no television
cameras, I see no reporters."
"Air Force personnel were broadcasting over
the terrorist's frequency, their positions, and
their plans. The terrorist agreed to let a hostage
get the money. "When a hostage comes out to get
the money, attack with 200 202 grenade rounds, "
said some unseen Air Force officer.
"I've got a gun trained for the back of his head, if
he doesn't come back with the money I'll shoot him.
My partner has a gun on the Colonel's head, so if
you ~ try any funny stuff I'll have the Colonel shot

Fireside Program: students_ and
profs take risks together
By Martha Thomas

situation that's wholly physical, someone that you don't know.
The goal is to take a risk -- to lay you can translate your reactions Your body doesn't discriminate.
yourself on the line. The sinking in into a non-physical situation:
Your reactions to these situations
your stomach and the sweat on saying no t.o people, approaching will be the same.'' ·
your palms feel the-s~me wh~ther
you're facing a rock chff of facmg a
professor to argue~ test wade. The
fireside program 1s designed to
.help you understand your
reactions to these risks, so that
they are more easily dealt with.
Dan Garvey, associate dean of
students came up with the idea of
weekend outdoor trips for students
and faculty last year, and since
then the program has become
increasingly popular. Garvey says
that the main responsibility of his
job is . "easing the relationship
between the university and its
students," and that part of the
tension that students face results
from the fear of taking risks.
"It's critical that students learn
that they have to take risks," said
Garvev. ''Otherwise they aren't
really -in touch with what's going
on."
The risks involved in rockclimbing or winter camping are.
Logisitics of the Fireside Program
according to Garvey. very
Nancy McPhee .Photo
concrete. "If you can face a risk y

"Stop, do not start the attack, we believe the
terrorist has more than one remaining hostage. "
"The man you sent does not want to return, and
he will not return unless.. we use force and carry him
· back. I suggest you come out and get the money.
Did you say that you have another hostage?
"Yes, I have the Colonel."
"We have all officers accountedfor, can we speak
.
to him to confirm that he is there?"
"This is Colonel Le Clerc, Ifargot to log in this
morning. Do whatever he says, he has got both sets
of keys, he can do it. He has himself wired up with a
dead man's switch to a' bomb. He's been monitoring
your radio broa ... a~hmmmmm ... "
"It sounds like the Colonel was dragged away
from the radio," I said.
"I want the press, I want the world to see what fuckups you Air Force guys really are."
Somebody said: 'The negotiator is making life
and dca.th dcci~ion~ iu a. uua.Lt.ei ofseconds.·· And
one of those lives or deaths was me.
On the second radio frequency, the assault
teams were being given their orders: .. Attack the
shelter with 200 202 granades when I give the
order.""/ am going to send my partner to get the
money . if anything happens to him I'll blow
everything up. " There was a long silence. The old
couple were trying not to look worried, but they
were probably thinking about their
grandchildren. Everybody was silent Outside
the store people were buying cookies at the "Big
Chipper" cookie stand. Me, I just wished I was a
hundred miles away.
"Attack, attack." Another pa:use. "The shelter
has been destroyed, everything has been
destroyed." "Check to see if any danger of
explosion still exists." "Ali . units switch to
frequency two for a general announcement from
the base commander. '"'This drill concludes Global
Sheild exercises."
"I don't believe it," I said, "It was only a drill."
In some ways Iwasdisappointedthatitwasonly
a drill, it might have made an interesting story to
tell any prospective grandchildren: "Let me tell
you about the time I survived a near nuclear ·
holocaust.."
While riding the Kari-van back to school, I
thought that the Air Force knows how to put on
realistic drills. They had ·me thinking that I was
going to die. I had never thought or felt that
before.
· I would hate to be at the critique session for
the drill, because it might start off: ''You men
failed, if this had been a real crises you would
have been killed several million people, and
changed the geography of the New Hampshire

Seven weekend trips are
scheduled for this semester, and
plans for a four or five day hike
over spring break are under way.
Faculty and staff are encouraged
to participate, two spaces· are
reserved on each trip.
Maureen Castaldo, a student
Fireside staff member says that
having students and faculty share
an experiene at the same level
serves to break down student/ faculty barriers. "Some people like
the barrier, but the experience
forces people to share in a removed
atmosphere -- it has nothing to do
with school so everyone's on an
equal level," she said.
Garvey says that just about
ev~ryone comes hom-e form the
trips with a new attitude toward
their professors. "It'sjust like when
you were little and saw your
teacher in the supermarket -- you
suddenly had to realize that he or
she· was human. It can really come
as a shock."
Nancy MacPhee has been on
three fireside trips. "It's a good
way to see faculty in a new light,"
she said. "You get to see a side of
them that's .very much like us."

Peter Grace went on his first trip
with Fireside last weekend. After
the trip the group h~d a "debriefing
session"· where they discussed the
experience.
"It was really an emotional talk;

a lot of personal things came out.
That word that Dan Garvey
mentioned -- risk -- really hit me.
The camping trip wasn't even
important compared to what we
learned about each other,
although," he added, "We couldn't
have learned so much if we hadn't.
been away from the pressure of
books and newspapers and
schoolwork."
There are seven students on the
fireside staff and three or four nonstudent senior instructors.
The staff members receive credit
and certification for their work
through the phys ed department,
and next year Garvey plans to fill
the senior instructor positions with
trained student instructors.
Most of the students initially
became involved in the program as
participants, and were interested in
outdoor challenege programs.
Kathy Gill, a staff member that
led a trip last weekend, said that
the group leaders' main
responsibilities are safety and
combining the . outdoor
experience of the trip with the
interpersonal experiences of its
pa~ticipants.

FIRESIDE, page 16
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Wait for tickets longer than concert

Hall

By Martha Thomas
You learn a lot about human
Sophomore Peter Welch waited
nature standing in line for concert in line from four thirty in the
tickets.
·
morning and said, "It was really
The line started at about 11 :30 mellow out there--people were
Sunday night when five or six well playing guitars, but at about six all
bundled students sat on the front the rowdies arrived and ruined
steps of the MUB, equipped with everything." We I ch was
sleeping bags and munchies to get disappointed at some fans'pushing
them through the night. By six to the head of the line. "I was
there were over a hundred, and by amazed at the uncivilized
eight-thirty Monday, the line attitudes," he said.
stretched from the ticket office at
Lynne Helfand, a senior
the MUB, down both sets of stairs, psychology major seemed to feel
past Pistachio's and the that consideration is more
commuter-transfer center, down important than personal safety
the hallway past WUNH and the and front r·ow seats. "You might
Student Press, and all the way to get trampled by the crowds and be
the bowling alley. And the ticket left a pulp on the floor, just as long
office still had an hour and a half as vou respect other_ peoples'
before it opened.
rights," she said.
.
The ticket office hasn't seen it
The steep nine-fifty ticket price ·
this bad since "The boss"two years didn't seem to bother fans. Most
ago, said SCOPE president and said that they'd prefer to pay a little
frustrated Jim Puglisi. And Dylan extra to see a big artist. ''I'd rather
in 76 took the line down to Tin pay ten dollars for James Tavlor
Palace.
than five for the stompers," said
·According to Terry Maxey, Pat Griffith.
facilities scheduler, "The line for
James Taylor is costing SCbPE
Bruce Springsteen was all the way $20,000 (_his usual fee is $25,000)
out the bottom doors of the MUB and even with a sellout of the
and down to Huddleston."
approximately 2600 tickets,
Most of the students in line said · SCOPE has budgeted a loss of
that the only other artist that about $4500 for the concert.
The scene in the MUB at 9 a.m. Monday (Ned Finkel photo)
they'd devote as much time trying
"Handyman" and "Damn This
to get tickets to see is Bruce.
Traffic Jam" wafted from a tape
SomementionedCrosb~Stilh, p~yer about a hundred people _ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
and Nash, Jackson Browne, and from the beginning of the line, and
At the end of a trip, the gorup
Dan Fogelberg~ but the boss and people sang and danced, but at the
will
often have a "solo". According
· JT are close to the hearts of all. bottom of the MU B, those seated
to Garvey, this gives each member
The doors of the MUB were on the floor outside the New
continued from page 15
a chance to "reflect on the
opened · at eight and students Hamf!shire office were not quite
experience and try to form some
stampeded in to shouts of "Who as light-hearted. At eight-thirty,
Last weekend's outing was
concert!"
Sharon Corcoran and Elaine planned as a snowshoeing trip in understanding about what they
The early risers were optimistic Condon were last. They were the Mr. Major Round Pond area, . have been doing since they left
about getting tickets. One doubtful about getting tickets but but it turned out to be hiking and Durham." The experience is
enterprising young man from were sticking around with vague camping. "The cold and the ice different for everyone involved,
Christiansen Hall, Dave Teager, hopes and stalwart dedication. made people a little nervous," said but,. said Garvey, "It's- one small
way of giving students more than a
had taken it upon himself to issue "We like JT," they said.
Gill, "We slid around a little."
room and a major while they're at
By I :30 the line was down to ten
numbers to the first fifty people, to
Gill admitted to being nervous
insure them of priority. "The first people. "I've been here for about · herself, but said that she shared her UNH."
"The program is geared more
fifty people know who they are," ten minutes," said Dick apprehensions with the group.
said Teager, who knew that he was Annicchiarico as ·he pocketed his "That's what's unique about · toward learning about yourself
number sixteen.
tickets, "I wouldn't wait that long." Fireside -- you always let people than learning survival in the
John Bowen who was another
Ticket office manager Marilyn know what's going on inside. The environment," said Castaldo,"but
the environment is our main
member of Teager's list said, "If E. Santiago said, "No one gave group ~hares."
medium."
anyone gets in front of me I won't up."
be too nice."

"People are starting to. w~ke
up," Hall said. "They are we!ghmg
the consequences and starting to
make the transition to safe
energy."
Mr. Hall believes the public can
generate the change to safe en~~gy
and thinks they have made pos1t1ve
steps in that direction.
"Everywhere I go I see more
insulation and more solar," he
said. "And I see woodstoves, with
that familiar cord of wood stacked
outside the house, all over the
place."
Hall thinks we, the public, have
to do it ourselves. "We can't wait
for the government to help," Hall
said.
As we finished talking, Bonnie
Raitt, Hall's compatriot in theNon-Nuclear/ Safe Energy crusade
walked past us." All I can say," the
tired Ms. Raitt sang out, .. is Fm
not coming back here until they
stop building Seabrook."

.

Fireside

S'ITDE:YI'

FOOD & DRINK •

7

2 BALLARD STREET
DURHAM, N.H. 03824
11:00 AM to MIDNIGHT
603-868-7456

srrokeout
PLEDGE
sign here

RE~T..\LS

For the 81-82 school year, walking distance to campus. 2bedroom units for 3 or 4 students, $3,000/semester. Onebedroom units for 2 students $1: 800/ semester. Find your
own roommate. We pay for heat and hot w~ter . For an
appointment can 868-5542, ask for NICK .

THE TIN PALACE
. ""'

american

You'll be amazed at au
the opportunities and
advantages the Army
offers men and women
with BSN degrees:
- • Excellent starting salaries and benefits, including a lib-:
eral vacation p0licy.
·
• Real opportunity for adyancement and professional
growth-every Army Nurse is a commissi~ned officer.
• No basic training for nurses; just a basic orientation
course to familiarize you with the Army Medical
Department.
• The chance to travel; time to do the things you enjoy.
• Opportunity to qualify for specialized roles, teaching
or additional education.
·
See if you qualify.
Call collect to

301-677-4891

The Army Nurse Co.r ps.
,------------------------------------------1

: For more information, write:
The Army Nurse Corps.
: Northeast Region, U.S. Army Recruiting
: Fort George G. Meade, MD 20755

:

:
:

~ Name

:

1

1

Stay
Awhile
With
Friends

: Address
I
1

I
1

I

Apt. _ _ :
I

City. State, ZIP

1

Phone

I
1
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Age _ _
"
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CLASSIFIED
For Sale: 1980 Honda CX 500 C. V-twin
shaft driven, liquid-cooled. Vetter Fairing:
Backrest, Luggage rack, Engine Guard
Foot Pegs and 2 Helmets. EXCELLENT
CONDITION with only 1600 miles. Ready
for the Spring Weather. $2350. Call Tom
.
at 868-5746. 2/24

Clippership Lounge Happy Hour 3-6 M-F.
Open Sat. and Sun. at noon. Located at
Friendship Lanes Bowling Ally across
from Kari-Van stop Pulaski Drive,
Newmarket. 2/27

Alison-Happy Birthday! We 've ived &
laughed through weeee, cockle-doodledooo 's. 48 hrs .• 4th floor ward, Sybil days
and Devon nights. Bobsey A's, gnnn's,
in 2 bdrm
M/F wanted for own
trrps to Franconia, procrastination plus,
duplex. Completely furnished Responsible UNH junior desires a
Hey all you old freshman camp and "Friends". "What once was will
woodstove/washer-dryer. 1 mile from housesitting position in the Durham area
all of the· summer of '81 . I a~
.counselors! The reading of the theme for always be, and you've left your imprint on
U.NH . Call Sandy 862-2411, 868-2118 for part or
LOPI IC~LANE>IC SWEATER. extra heavy
supervise
plants,
pets,
for
care
to
willing
freshman camp 1981 will take place me; Sometrines I think it's the spark of
nttes. 2/17
wool. L1~ht gray body, dark gra - white
~Ider c.hildren in exchange for
Tuesday Feb. 17th at 9 p.m. in the Forum conflict which we affect most
yoke. Size large - handknit. $65.00
Housemate needed in Dover area . 1o· inexpensive room. References will be
Room of the Library. Be there. Aloha. heavily ... But I hope if you think of me
Negotiable. Holly 749-3917 evenings you'll remember all the harmony and
miles to UNH. Share house with five supplied by request. Please call Lili at
2/17
keep trying or l~ave mes.sa~e. 2/17
Time Passes On ... " Love you, Jules
mature young adults. Own large 868-9726 or 2-1670. Thank you . 3/13
bedroom, quiet, view, garden space,
Sansui Receiver: 120watts/ch. $450.00. Ahoy there, ye salty seadogs. If you're BERMUDA-Yes. there is still time to plan
interested in "Historical Maritime
washer . Non-smoker, no pets .
One pair Kenwood Speakers: S125.00.
Preservation" and small (wooden) boat for SPRING BREAK. We have the absolut&
$85/month plus portion of heat and
Call 868-5372 after 7:00 p.m . Ask for
GOING TO CALIFORNIA? 500..b airline
building and forming a group pertaining to best deal anyone can offer you . Call us
electricity. Call Don at 749-3390. 2127
. Jerry. 2/ 20
·:liscount coupons . Good on Eastern,
such. then contact Steven Lindsey soon because time and space is runing
United, American, T.W.A . thru June 10.
out.---Patti or Barb 868-9828 or 2-1663.
·Afii·s· F9R RENT - Large Room in quiet
SURGEONS' HOSPITAL SCRUB-SUIT~
Englehardt 311, 2-1585. 2/20
.
trying
Keep
evenings.
436-5863
Call
2120
home, ~ltt~ehalE'. Rd., Durham. Washer &
TOPS. Authentic new green reversible
estan
?Donde
Salvador
El
con
Solidaridad
2/17
D.ryer, L1m1ted Kitchen privilages, walking
was~-dry cotton polyester. Specify small,
Want to be a Resident Asst .? Attend one
Uds? Englehardt 311
distance. Non-smoker, no pets or parking.
$9.95
address,
Send
large.
or
medium
of the area interest nights, Feb. 22. 23,
Typing .done in my home; I B M Selectric
$5 25/semester. Call Tom or Betsi 868(incl';Jdes postage and handling) to:
Looking for 3-4 people to complete a 24. See ad for more information.
typewriter Tel : 742-4704 413
.
7382. 2120
· group of 6 that will tour U.S. from Oregon
Medical HomeCare Services, P.O. Box
Whole Foods Cooking Lessons
to Virginia via Bycycles this summer. GAY COFFEEHOUSE-We are having an
5204. Manchester. N.H. 03108. Allow 3_ Vf'CANT ROOMS. singles and doubles, in
(Macrobiotic) Beginning Feb . 21
Leaving 3rd week of June, Arriving late informal coffeehouse open to all men and
6 weeks delivery time . 3/1 O
Richardson House. the multi-cultural
(continuing for 5 weeks) Sat. morn. 10-1
August. Taking the Bike Ce11tenial Route. women, gay or straight. Its a chance to
special interest dorm. If interested call
and talk with others, play games, or
p.m. $25/5 wks mA~I inrluded - For more
g~rgi~?~bd Cyclists only. Call Mike 868- meet
George, 2-3252. 2/1 I
ll=otcll w 111u=o11... 111 d rcld1lt:l.I c11v11u111nc11t.
info call Beth Olshanski 659-6106. 2/17
Help Wanted
Bring guitars. bakgammon, munchies. or
Precision Typing - Experienced secretary
A~ROBIC EXERCISE GROUP meets again soft drinks if you like and just feel
in all areas of typing . Fast and
this semester! Registration and first class comfortable being yourself. Drip in for a
type
of
to
Choice
Come
ads?
results.
with
working
professional
in
Interested
]
..___A_ut_os_f_or_s._i_e_ _.J] [
will be Sunday February 22 in Devine Rec. few minutes or a few hours. This Friday,
elements and style. Competitive rates.
Room 108 in the MUB between 10and 2
Hall at 9:00 p.m. Classes this semester February 20. 8:00-10:00 PM. Philip Hale
Call now. Bethany 868-5746. 2/24
to apply. This is a paid position]
will be Tues. & Thurs. 9 p.m. in N.H. Hall Room, Paul Creative Arts Center.
67 FORD Custom 500 Engine 289.
2:00
and Sundays 9 p.m . in Devine. Reg. Fee is Sponsored by Campus Gay Awareness.
Need Your Skis Waxed? Get an expert job · Application deadline is this Friday at
Dependable transportation, good on gas.
-··· $15 for 10 wks. (30 classes) Any 2120
at less than ski shop prices. P-Tex, Hot
$400 or B.O. See April in PCAC Rm. 314
SHIPS!
ON
JOBS
MEN!--WOMENll
questions call Cindy 868-5201 2/20
Sue-No more hot chocolate and
wax and Edges sharpened for 10.00. Call
or call Hampton _926-6804 2/ 17
American. Foreign. No experience
schnapps. ~et ready for Pina Cofadas and
Jeremy in 104 at 2-1172 or 868-9684. If
last
the
is
(T~esd~y)
Tonig-ht
n't-delay!
o
D.
travel.
Worldwide
pay.
Excellent
required.
5mgath s31lmgl Captpjn Cbrjs
1978 Suburu D . L . Automatic
I'm not in leave message and number.
Summer job or career . Send $3 .00 for · night you can see Bette_Midler in Divine
•
· Transmission . 30 MPG. regular gas. 42120
playing at the FRANKLIN
Madness
Box
E-8
Dept.
SEAFAX,
information.
door sedan. No rust. Excellent condition.'
BALLROOM. With this ad, admission to Jewish Student Organization invites
2049, Port Angeles. Washington 98362
$3100. Call Richard at 2-1626. Before Mother of 2 year old in the Garrison
this great movie is only $1 .00. Open to all Jewish Student5' to play volleyball Wed.
3/31
4:30 p.m. and 642-3500 anytime after. School area of Dover will provide full or
ages. See you at the F,RANKLIN for an nite, 7 :30 at the Catholic Student Center;
part time day care weekdays. No eve's or
2/ 17
SUM~ER CAMP COUNSELORS.. . evening of DIVINE MADNESS.
to join us on a trip Boston Feb. 21 , a dinner
weekends . I have been trained in Family
Overn.1ght camp for girls in New York
Marc-Hey, Bear! Forget the drawbacks of on the 25th, and a keg party on the 28th .
1976 DATSUN B-210; 46,000 miles, one Daycare work & I have experience. Hot
Stat~ s Adirondack Mountains has
French and fever splinters, it's our last Call Joe 868-1827
owner, snow plus extra tires. excellent meals, large yard . 742-2435 2/ 17
open_1ngs for counselor-instructors in
semester! Let's find our own "Altered GOING TO CALIFORNIA? 50% airline
condition. price $2250. home 659-5298
tennis, waterfront (WSI, sailing, skiing,
States" -I'll meet you in Hackensack (or discount coupons. Good on Eastern.
evenings, office 868-5576 ext. 28 days.
TYPING - Retired secretary. Experienced
s~all ~rafts). gymnastics, arts/crafts,
2/17
Montana or Alaska ... ) in a field of daisies. United, American, TWA thru June 10.
m al~ types of term papers. Proficient in
p1oneerrng, music (piano). photography,
always, you Brown-Eyed Girl
Love
Call 436-5863 evenings. Keep trying .
~elhng, grammar, punctuation etc
dra~a. ge.neral counselors. Information
easonable rates. Prompt se'rvice .
Stevie-Our third Dance-a-thon and you THURSDAY is approaching! So start
available in Placement Office or write·
and FCMRI
L~ated walking distance to UNH Cati
made it for 48! From "Born to Run" to planning for an evening of wine, woen.
Andrew Rosen. Director, Point O'Pines
"That's Life"-lots of special times and a and song at the FRANKLIN BALLROOM.
t~ta, 1368-7078. 20 Park Court, Du~ham
Camp, 221 Harvard Ave . Swathmore PA
•
•
·19081 2/ 20.
special friend . Congratulations! Love No cover . Come early for a Thursday Eve.
Stolen or lost - Burgundy leather wallet ,.·......__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....,
always, Susie
of fun. featuring DJ music of new wave &
The Biking Expedition, Inc . seeks
1·
Mllc... leOUI
withgoldclasp.PleasereturntoMUBlnfo ,.
Denis and ~ue - Falle~ arches and aching rock . Remember, the action is at the
cou.nselors to lead teenage biking trips
desk - no questions asked, or call 664FRANKLIN BALLROOM . For the 20 and
muscles aside, you did a great job. Let's
during the summer in Canada and us
for Sale
2534. 2/13
·
· older.
celebrate soon! Love, Sue
Box 547, Henniker, N.H. 03242 (603i
.
LOST - Woman's Gold Watch . Between
4 2 8 75
Berghiem: Sorry it's late. but Happy Vday
211 7
it-48
made
You
Hutch-Congratulations!
Schools. SPRING BREAK '81 in BERMUDA!! Enjoy .
Conant Hall and Oyster
from Sunny California. Miss you,
hours again! Here's to a great last
REWARD! Call 742-8670 Evenings. 2/13 a week of sunshine, fun on the beach and . rypist needed: Hours arranged, minimum
especially today. Can you hold off on
Rude Boy?!!)
the
top
we
can
(but
semester
at
work
can
LOST: Alpha Xi Delta is offering a reward lots of Partying. Don't miss Bermuda this ~age, wor~study required,
laundry until May. Love you-Annie
Remember, we still have a date for the
regarding the return of our sterling silver spring Break, Experience says it's the nome or office. Rough drafts. Call: Steve
swings! Love, Sue
Female roomate needed in 1 bedroom in a
place to be!! Starting as low as $249, Weber or Pete Pekins 862-1000 2/17
"Most Improved Chapter" Bowl Award.
2 bedroom apartment . Living room,
Wedne.sday, tomorrow night, live
Fraternities please keep an extra eye out. including everything from accomadations OVE~SEAS JOBS - Summer/ year round.
kitchen, fireplace -cat. furnished. S160.00
entertainment returns at the FRANKLIN
to Partying!! Call now and put down a Eutope, S. Amer., Australia . All fields.
Thank you . 2/13
a month including heat, walking distance
BALLROOM featuring THE STOMPERS.
STOLEN : From my room _ Gold-faced deposit. David at 862 -1653, or stop by $500-$1200 monthly. Sightseeing . Free
to UNH. Very nice apartment 64 Davis
live
of
evening
full
a
for
early
Come
Rm. 19 Congreve Today!! 2/17
Liberty Head Coin Watch with a black
Court Apts. Madbury Rd . Call Hannah
info. Write IJC Box 52-NH1 Corona Del
entertainment with THE STOMPERS on
868-2044.
band . If anyone has seen it or knows of its For Sale : 1.) PA system . 1 pair Altec · Mar, CA 92625 3/ 3
Wednesday, 2/ 18, at the renowned
where-abouts, please call Meg at 868- Lanseng voice of the Theater base
FRANKLIN BALLROOM . For the 20 year
"Robbinski" -Have one heck of a
9612 or 2-2154. The watch really means bottoms. New 15" Altec speakers with
olds and older.
birthday!! Just think, you 're legal in
power amps. 2.) 1 pair Altec horns with
a lot to me. 2/13
California!! We'll have to get together and
Boston-Round trip by bus for only $6.00.
celebrate . And who knows. if you win the
Lost: A gold 36" necklace with 9 gold new diaphrams. 3.) 1 - TAPCO 6000R
Leave UNH Saturday Feb. 21 6 AM .
raffle maybe we'll be able to celebrate at
bead~. Lost.on Monday 2/16 around 2-3 mixer - like new. $1000. 868-5454
Return Saturday nite by 10:00 PM .
the NE Center!! Have a great day. Love.
p.m. in the library, on the backstairs. Very Between 8:00 - 4:30. 868-5933 from
Limited number of seats call Joe, now.
the mystery writer-(alias. Deb)
strong, sentimental value . If found, 5:00 on - ask for Diane. 2/17
868-1827
Please contact 868-1148 as soon as
possible Re1019rd offered
To the Sisters of Alpha Xi Delta: From the
Blume, happy birthday, love, Rand.
sunny shores of Lambda Beach to your
Winter
our
made
You've
magic finger tips.
Bye everybody.
Carnival Great I Thanks, from the Brothers
·
of lambda Chi Alpha.
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The NewHampshire

The New Hampshir
1s now acceptin
·applications for th
paid position of

Advertising
Associate.
The position begins
immediately.
The application deadline
is Friday, Feb. 20 at 2
p.m. Applications can·be
picked up In Rm. 108 In
the MUB.

SCHOLARSHIPS

FOR

HEALTH CARE STUDENTS
A ..,~rship Is available from the Air Force, if ·
you ~ a qualified student- in tha health
profeSS1ons. If you. have been accepted for
admissions to medical ar osteopathic ~chool
you are efigibte for Health Professions
Scholarship competition.
A Health Professions Scholarship provides you with
to four years .of full tuitlon ... your
b~ftks•••f~es...mcessary equipment. In addition you
'
wl!I receeYe a 5485 stipend each month.
If selected, you will be ~ommissloned as a second
lieutenant in the Reserve and remain in student status
until 21'8duation.
Your .-ment specifies that you will serve one year
on active ~u~ a~ a.commissioned officer for each
Y• of participation 1n th2 scholarship program with
a three year minimum !exclusive of periods of post
graduate professional education).
up

For addit!onal information,
Call (617) 324-1223 Collect
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Dinsdale

by Joe Kandra

Gallen
continued from page one

State ·

.

by Craig White
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This Week's Special:
Blueberry . Pancakes,
Syrup & Butter,
(1 cup) Coffee or Tea
'$ 1.49

*BarrettS
neS
*Brt.1 5 ONE WEEK

"Bandeuxs
*Sitte
ONLY

.

to the people anticipating trouble
gcttingilieHou~andS~a~~go
along with him.
"I told the legislature I was going
to the people," Gallen said. "I plan
to hold the line on spending and
give us tax relief in New
Hampshire."

READ!

.,

Co~bs

Care Pharmacy

Main St., Durham
Daily Hours 6 am- 7 pm

particularly where it affects
education.
Gallen reiterated much of what
he announced last Thursday when
he unveiled his 1982-1983 budget
proposal.
Included in Gallen's package
was the elimination ofthe interest
and dividends tax and a
redefinition of the business profits
tax to close loopholes that have
cost the state millions of dollars in
lost tax revenues.
A restructuring of the business
profits tax would make
professionals and partnership
enterprises, now exempt, a part of
the state tax system. Those groups
include doctors, lawyers, and ·
multinational corporations' ·with
New Hampshire-based franchises.
"They've always said they
wanted to participate in the
process, " c~uen said. "] am now
going to give them a chance to do
so."
Cornelius said that by redefining
the tax, the state will generate $1.4
million under the Gallen proposal.
Gallen said that repealing the
interest and dividends tax would·
prevent double-taxing the elderly
on money they have saved for
retirement.
Currently elderly citizens must
pay taxes on the interest their
savings earn.
Gallen has brouhgt his proposal

/ 51-53 Main Street, Durham
Mon.-Sat. 9-6

The
Ne-w
Hampshire

Where FR Cmi You Buy Preitription
18&5 For ~ Than 515* APair?

. Only At Lunette Optique
.20% SALE ON EYEGLASSES
Includes: Every Frame In StockContemporary, ·designer, rimless,
sports frames, ·Sunglasses.

·Worth The Walk
We're Still Open
After Last Call
Until 2:00 AM
Friday. & Saturd.a y

Hou.rs
Sun:-Thurs. 11 AM- 10 PM

I

I

I
I

\,

868-~~ . ~~ 749-m4~
..-.

. ~ ~.~~~~~~~.-

*During our 20% sale, our regular low lens prices, starting from
l18 a pair, single vision ~ost only $14.40.

Fri. & Sat. 11 AM- 2 AM

DURHAM & ·DOVER NH

i

Largest style selection in New Hampshire
plus best service anywhere.
Ask your doctor for your prescription or let
us copy it from your own glasses.
c,atl us before you buy glasses elsewhere
for a price quote on your prescription.
We'll save you more!

bllMETT! BPTlflll!
LICENSED OPTICIANS
466 CENTRAL AVE., l)PPER SQUARE, OOVER
749-2-094 / N. H. WATS 800-582-7337

u ======================.-!..._J
~
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Counsel
Greeks
continued from page four
celebrities brave the sometimes
accurate throws of jello and
mashed potato.
The Slap, Hug, and Kiss table
run by Kappa Sigma and Delta
Zeta was another popular favorite.
For a set fee, one could hire a
worker to seek out an individual
who would be slapped, hugged or
kissed according to the
instructions given.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon sold roses.
The final activities of the night
were the show of fire-works by the
field house, sponsored by the the
brothers of Pi Kappa Alpha, and a
MUSO sponsored dance held in
the Granite State Room.
·
Proceeds from Greek Night of
Sin will be given to the Robert C.
Hollis Youth Center here in
Durham.
'

Weight

continued from page three ·
Leslie down and get her to make au
appointment to see a counsel9r
the next day.
"I was terrified. I thought they
might bust me, or worse yet think I
was stupid. At that point I didn't
even think I'd end up talking about
my parents. I thought they'd just
try to rehabilitate me, see me as an
addict or something." As it turned
out, Leslie found herself pouring
out all the private hell she'd been
storing up inside herself. "It was
such a relief to have somebody
there who would just listen and not
make a-ny judgements." Leslie
began to see a counselor three or
four times a week.
Leslie hasn't solved all her
problems, but she managed to
complete the semester. "I couldn't
have done it without her," she said
of her counselor. Not everyone in
college

has

to

face

Lc:,lic'~

problems.. But . everyone has
periods when they could use the
ear of a trained professional.
Schofield House offers group
and individual counselling. They
have workshops in everything
from career planning to
meditation and relaxation
techniques .

PAGE NINETEEN

ocean Front Hotel
Rooms In Lauderdal
This sorina Breall.
.As low as $139/person/week
.Convenietfy locat~d on 'The Strip'

Student Suntrips offers
these acconiniodations
right llO\V!
For Reservation Information
Call Toll Free-1-800-848-9540
Arrangements by Student Suntrips, Inc.

.continued from page five
attendance .. For every week
attended, two dollars is returned.
If clients attend every meeting, the
program is then free .
The health service runs this
program every semester, beginning
two weeks into the semester. This
term there are three groups of eight
members plus some individualized
programs.
Cote feels this type of weight
control is a realistic approach for
people "who are out of control
about food. " It is not a specific diet
but a three pronged attack on
weight control by modifying
behavior, reducing caloric intake,
and increas,ingenergy expenditure.
Eating is based on a 1200 calorie
diet, sound in nutrition, but
leaving space to decide what to eat
and what to avoid.
Both Cote and Clauss find the
program rewarding and successful
for the clients and themselves.
As nurse practitioners Clauss
and Cote see themselves as well
qualified instructors. "Being a
nurse practitioner is an asset. We
have a well-rounded approach
psychologically, nutritionally, and
medically, so all aspects of a clients
life will improve if they stick with
the program," Claus said.

GUADALAJARA
SUMMER
SCHOOL
University of Arizona offers
more than 40 courses: anthropology, art, bilingual education, folk music and folk
dance, history, political science, sociology, Spanish language and literature and intensive Spanish. Six-week session. June 29-August 7,
1981. Fully accredited graduate and undergraduate program. Tuition $330. Room
and board in Mexican home,
$340.
EEO/ AA

Write
Guadalajara
Summer School
Robert L. Nugent B1dg. 205
University of Arizona
Tucson 85721
(602) 626-4729

"Computer Simulation?
It was my take off
to a great future."
Becoming a Link Engineer has made a big
difference in my career. I wanted a challenge.
And the chance to design something exciting.
Link gives.me that chance and more.
Modem simulation technology was born at
our company more than fifty years ago and
ever since then we've been the industry's
leader in the design and manufacturing of
aviation and aerospace training devices. Our
trainers can realistically fly you from New York
to LA and Houston to the moon without ever
leaving their hangar.

AOIVISION Of THI 5 I N C E R COMPANY

Were looking for graduates with
degrees in Engineering (EE, ME, IE)
Aero and Computer Engineering.
See us on campus or contact A. C.
~worthy~ Link Division of Singer,
Binghamton, New York (607) 772-3561

Link Simulation is Future Engineering

Missed Our On Cam.pus
Interviews?
Send your reswne
to A.C. Esworthy,
Link Division of Singe~
Binghamton, New York 13902

Binghamton. New York 13902
Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
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brmg m otner peop1e wno are certified as alcohol and drug
strong in the area to participate in educators.
a partic~lar segment of the trammg
According to MacDonald,
program. MacDonald said that the UN H is one of the last universities
most important purpose Of the to adopt a health education
training sessions is "values program. "URI, which _is
continued from page two
clarification" of the potential comparable in size to UNH has
who volunteer their services, and . counselors.
had a strong department for ten
about fifteen students who are
MacDonald and Calmidas are years," she said.
termed "peer health educators".
attending training sessions also.
Before the institution of the
While the two health educators They spend a great deal of time in . program, MacDonald said that
are the prime resources in these Concord being trained at the state there were "pockets of health
training sessions, they occasionally and federal level to become education". If a student made a
sick visit to Hood House, there
were some staff that participated in
Doctor Edward
and
educating students as the need
_Doctor Karl ~rdmann, optometrists
arose.
Now, if a student makes a sick
proudly announce the a~dition of
visit and displays a need to discuss
a full-~ervice optical dispensary
some problems, the staff refers
to thetr Durham Optometric Center
them to the -Center. By the same
token, visitors to the Center whose
at 4 Newmarket Road (across
problems lean towards the
from the Durham Town Hall).
physiological side are referred to
Phone 868-5737
the appropriate Hood House
personnel. Such referral is most
OPTICAL SERVICES
OPTOMETRIC SERVICES
used in conjunction with the
NOW AVAILABLE INCLUDE:
STILL INCLUDE:
Women's clinic.
·

:Health
Thursday Thru Saturday
1

Godnig

Our Regular 1.60
lee Cream Sunday
1.25
Choose Your Favorite Flavor

comolete frame repairs
large frame selection
quality lens fabrication
frame adjustments
contact le.ns supplies
low vision aids

54 MAIN ST·, DURHAM

cont:~·t lens fitting
routine vision examinations
periatric vision examinations
vision training, visual hygiene
s~ggestions_ 9~velopmental vision
diagnosis and treatment
soft :ind hurd

10% Student & Senior Cit. Discount
hours ~onday through Thursday 10-5. Evening houi:s by appointment.

The careerdedsion youmake today ·

could influence .Oonal security tomorrow.
For promonals at NSA contribute to the dual
communicatiom-related problem; performing longmmons of foreign intelligelXl! production and
range mathematical research or eValuating new
communications SEnJrity.
techni~ fbr communications SEnJrity.
Our Electronic Engineers, Computer Scientb"ls and
IJnluists: NSA off~ a wide range of challengMathemaliclam are working with system at the
ing mtgnmem for Slavic, Near Eastern and .Wan
cutting edge of technology.
·
language majors involving tramlati90, tramcription
Career oWOftUnities and challenge await you iQ
and analysis/reporting. Newly-hired linguists can
any of these NSA career fields.
count on receiving adwna!d training In their primary
Eledrollk ln&fneerinl: There are opporlangua.geS and can plan on many years of continued
tunities in a variety of research and deYelopment
promonal growth.
proj«ts ranging from individual equip~ to very
NSA also offers a salary and benefit program that's
complex imeracme system involving large numbers
truly competitive with private industry. There are
of miaopr~. mini-computers and computer
mignmem fbr those who wish to travel and abun. graphia. Pn>monal growth Is enhanced through
dant good living in the Baltimore-W~gton area
interaction with highly experiena!d NSA profes&onals
for those who wish to &ay close to home.
and through contaCIS in the iMustrial and academic
~ cultural, historical, recreational and
ads. Facilities for engineering analysis and design . educational OA>Ortunities are jta minut£s away from
automation are among the bs awilable.
_\ :'. '\· NS& convenient suburban location.
C'.ompaterSdenc:e: AtNSAyou'll diiooYeron~ Ci0," ·,, At NSA your future will be linked to the nation's.
of the largS computer installations in the world with\ ">._·~~tal role that the National Security Agency.plays
ahmt every major verxlor of computer equipment \ .,. . . ,:~ mi ensures constant challenge and profes..
repnRnttrl. NSA careers provide mixtures of such \ . , •
gfOwth.
dmplines z ~ analysis and 1esign, scientific \
·.]9 find out more about NSA career oWOftllnities,awlications prograffiming, data base management ~ '. ~~an itterview through your college plaoonent
~. operating systam, computer networking/
. '; .. office.'::fyr additional information on the National
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Alon 0 with the coun.,clin 0 and

workshops, MacDonald is also
responsible for bringing in all types
of educational pamphlets. These
materials are located at the
Commuter Center as well as in the
waiting room at Hood House and
in the Center's office.
"Students waiting upstairs often
pick up materials to read. Many of
them come to the Center at a later
time ~Q discuss an issue," said
MacDonald. The pamphlets most
widely-read are ones dealing with
loneliness, birth control, sexuality,
and-alcohol. Knowing that student
interest lies in these areas also
helps MacDonald assess student
needs.
_ MacDonald said that one of her
goals for the Center is to branch
out more in the university
community. She would also like to
begin printing her own materials to
replace the current pamphlets.
These materials would be tailored
to the UN H student.
_
The next workshop will be held
- Tuesday, February 17th at 7pm in
Congreve. The topic is ''Sex Roles
and Sex Stereotypes". Another
workshop, this one on Birth
Control, will be held in Hetzel Hall
on Wed., Feb. 18th, also starting at
7pm. Workshops are not
exclusively for residents of the
dorm in which they're held, and
MacDonald encourages stu~ents
from all over ~ampus to- attend.

r------------------~1I
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Great Bay
continued from page five
The problems of oil spills are
further compounded by the fact
that the estuary system is, as
Mathieson explained, "a selfcontained area, with high currents
and a poor flushing rate." This
means that the "residence time (the
time oils stays in the estuary
system) is very long." The oil may
disappear froni sight, but it
remains in the system.
· Throughout his presentation,
Mathieson stressed the need for
gaining an understanding of the
system as a whole.
"We should try to integrate a
total understanding of the system.
It's only on that basis that we can
ultimately take care of these areas
and manage them.:·
To obtain this detailed overview
of the system, Mathieson said a
strong interdisciplinary approach
i~ vital. Specialists from many
fields should, "try to work together
in a cohesive way."To Mathieson,
this is vital if the estuary is to
survive.
Mathieson, a native Californian, received his B.S . in 1960, and
an M.A. in Botany in 1961, both
from U.C.L.A. after getting his
Ph.D. from the University · of
British Columbia in 1965, he
joined the faculty at UNH as
Assistant Professor. In 1974,
Mathieson became a full Professor
""_> .and_ was -named Director of the
Jackson Estuarine laboratory at .
Adams Point.
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Wildcats both ski to third place finishes
By Scott Gusmer
The UNH M~n's Ski TPl-11'!'\
·placed third in___ t~~- I ?_8__1_
Dartmouth Ski Carnival last
weekend, finishing behind UVM
and Dartmouth College.
"I'm ecstatic," said Men's Coach
Paul Berton. "It's the best we've
skiied in seven or eight years. The
alpine team really skiied up to
potential and the cross country
had its strongest weekend of the
season."
The alpine squad won an overall
second place and had a home-hill
advantage in the competition at
Cannon Mt. in Franconia Notch,
N.H.

closer every week," said Head
Kempain, a U.S. Olympic Team Jiy Scott Gusmer
The UNH Women's Ski Team
Coach Buzz Davis. "We're
member from UV M. The Wildcats
changing our strategy and it's
fared only a fifth place in that race broke into the top three this
helping out. In fact, it wasn't until
which was won by Shulstead of weekend - at the Dartmouth
the last lap of the relay event that
UVM by a full two minutes. UNH Carnival, the University of
we were passed by Middlebury."
also finished fifth in the X-C Vermont, and Middlebury
The alpine team placed third in
relay behind St. Lawrence College.
In the 10 km cross-country race, · the giant slalom standings, with
University.
UNH edged out Middlebury by . Brenda Gravink leading the way
with a tenth place. Kris VanCuran
The nordic team had to travel one point, 66-65. (Vermont won it
was close behind in twelfth, and
into Verm~nt in pursuit of with 76 points). Kelly Milligan got
Kelly Johnson was in fifteenth
acceptable snow, and with warm a third in that race with Muzzy'
place.
weather expected this week, the Smith behind in sixth, Julie
"We did better at this carnival
conditions may be even worse for Wolney in twelfth, and Patty Ross
than we've done ·an year," said
the Williams Carnival next in thirteenth.
In the X-C relay, UNH placed
Women's Alpine Coach, Scott
weekend.
V n11n'1. "Anet even though we are
thirlf """ ~ team. "We're eettine

In the slalom, Dave Kent won
second place, Pete Middleton and

The slalom races were held on
Friday, with iciness a crucial factor
on the slopes. Kelly Johnson
ffoished well with a tenth, while
D.J. Lynch was a nineteenth, and
Brenda Gravink twentieth for the
Cats.
"Brenda had a second place after
the first (slalom) run," said Young,
"but fell five gates from the finish
and had to climb back up. At least
half the people fell in that race."
Remarkably, Gravink finished
in the top twenty out of fifty racers
despite her spill. "This is the
hardest course I've skiied for as
long as I can remember," she
admitted

boforc

the

race.

ninth, respectively, while Matt
Upton finished twelfth, and Jeff
Nawrocki seventeenth.

The Wildcats will be hoping for
better skiing conditions next
weekend at the Williams Carnival.
But with warm weather in store, it
may not be too wintery in
Williamstown, Massachusetts.

These finishes came despite the
icy conditions · which gave many
skiers trouble.

Wrestling

"The slope is so icy," said Kent
between the first and second
run,"that half the racers aren't
even finishing. Everyone on our
team is staying in the course,
though, and we 're getting good
times."
·

continued from page 22
University of Maine at Orono.
UNH handled UMO, 44-9, a year
ago.
UNH has a scheduled meet .
against BU tomorow night, but
both coaches plan to cancel the
contest. "It shows you that if w~
had a full lineup," said Urquhart,
"there's no doubt in my mind we
probably would have beaten them
(BU)."

The ice wasn't as bad for the
giant slalom on Thursday, and the
competition was more severe. In
that event, it was Kent in third
place, Upton in eleventh, and
Middleton in thirteenth place,
giving the team the second place
slot in ~he alpine category.

UNU captian Pete Middleton carves a turn in the Slalom even this weekend. (Scott Gusmer photo)

\
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PRESIDENT
.. Widled KiSll! "
- Dwayne Ingalls Glasscock WBCN

.. A mysterious bind which
has made IOITle fabulous tapes."

- Sweet Potato

PRESIDENT

"EVERYBODY LOVES AHERO". AHIT ON BOSTON RADIO
WATCHFORANEWRELEASESOON!

INFORMATION : FREDDIECATALFO • 20ARCHSTREET •DOVER• NH.• 03820

(603) 742-3425. 742-3139

WBCN Juke Box Jury Winners
Euerybody loues a Hero

MUB PUB
FEBRUARY 20 & 21 8:00
Pill
February 20 & 21 8:00 pm
C oi,er at Door: $ 2.-0 0
·l !NH ID &Proo/ofAgeReq.
j
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"It's

incredibly icy!"

Shawn Whalen got eighth und

In the cross-country, captain
Cory Schwartz captured fourth in
the 15 km, just five· seconds out of
second place behind Todd

not defeating the top two schoois,
we're really closing the point gap."
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lc_e women bludgeon BU for 7-0 victory
By Sue Valenza
Freshman Lori Hutchinson and
sophomore Kip Porter each
cbllected· a pair of goals to pace the
UNH women's hockey team toa 70 . blanking of Boston University
Saturday. The victory extends the
Wildcats' unbeaten season record
to 13-0.
Hutchinson put UNH on the
board initially with just 3:27 gone
in the first period on assists from
Robin Balducci and Cindy
McKay. Marcy . Pannabecker,
senior captain Gaby Haroules,
Balducci, and Kip Porter each
scored throughout a first_ period
rampage which put the Wildcats
out of reach 5-0.

A frustrated Wildcat offense
was held scoreless by the !erriers
throughout the second stan-za and
it was halfway into the final period
before Hutchinson notched her
second goal. Langlais picked up
her second assist on that play.

Porter scored her second goal

The Wildcats, now 64-0-1 in
Mlleeiate play. head into a threegame homestand with contest
against Colby (Wednesday 7 p.m.),
Cornell (Friday, 7:30 p.m.), and
eastern rival Providence College
Saturday (2 p.m.). Providence is
responsible for the single tie which
blemishes UNH's all-time record.

three

minutes

into

the

sooond

period, UN H's single tally . in the
entire period. "I hadn't been
scoring much during out past few
games sc5 I was really pleased with
two goals. I'm just hoping that it
will carry over into these ~hree next
games," said Porter.

Other assists went t'o
Hutchinson, Pannabecker (3),
Haroules, and Laur(! Brown. It
was Brown's first game back since
recovering from mononucleosis.
Senior Donna Nystrom was in
goal for UNH andwas credited
with fourteen saves as well as her
second shutout of the season.

NEs coming next

UN H's Gaby Haroules (17) sends one goalward in Saturday's 7-0 win, see story page 22. (Tim Lorette photo)

•
Swimwomen close as winners
By Sue Valenza
Freshman Ann Sullivan posted
first place. finishes in ·the 100
freestyle and 200 butterfly events
to lead the UNH women's swim
team to a 76-55 victory over
U Mass Saturday. The 'Cats closed
their regular season at 5-4, with
remaining competitions February
27-28 (New Englana Championship) and March 12-14 (AIAW
Division II National Championship).
Sullivan joined forces with
sophomore Carol Hickey, Lisi
Baldwin, and Alison Smith for an
opening win in the 400 medley
relay. Mary Jo Lyons, Lisi
Baldwin, and Kathryn Johnson
followed with second place
finished in the 100 free, 50 free, and
I 00 back respectively, while
. Whitney Semple, Gaylen Fowler,
and Li'z Page complemented their
efforts with third places.
- Freshman Baldwin took first in
the 100 breaststroke just prior to
Sullivan's first win of the day in the
200 fly. Sullivan turned in an
o u t s ta n d'i n g 2 : I 7 . 3 w i t h
teammate Katie Kelly close
behind in third. One event later,

Sullivan came out strong again,
this time in the 100 free; finishing
in a 55.67(a new team "record).
In the second half of the contest
UNH picked up four second an'd
third place combinations to nold
off a threatening UMass squad.
Liz Leigh and Dierdre O'Driscoll
took second and third in the 1meter diving and were foll.owed by
Hickey and Baldwin (2nd and 3rd
in the 200 free); Smith and Page
(2.nd and 3rd in the 100 fly); and
Lmda Paternoster and Beth Hafey
(2nd and 3rd in 3-meter diving).
"I was working on my turns all
week so that's really why I did
better in the 100 (free). I was ·ha pp-y
with the time because it's only twotenths of a second away from
qualifying for the nationals,"
explained Sullivan. "The team ·
ended up doing pretty well
Saturday even though we came off
a week of strenous practice. A lot
of people did well i.n ne_w events.,"
UNH claime-d the day's final
event (800 free relay) on efforts
from Hi_ckey, Johnson, Page, and
Sullivan, their 8: 14.79 a national
qualification time. Hickey ~nd

Baldwin both lowered their 200
free times Saturday, which, when
added into the 800 relay, give the
Wildcats an aggregate time of
8: 10.0, four seconds faster than the
qualification time.
Other successful Wildcat swiins
came in the 200 backstroke (2nd
Whitney Semple), 200 IM (I st
Kathryn Johnson, 3rd Sue
Herskovitz), and 200 breaststroke
(1st Sue He.rskovitz, 2nd Kathy
Lafond). Head Coach Carol Lowe
cited Lafond's performance in the
200 breaststroke as "a very
·important second place." Lafond
also turned in a lifetime best in the
-100 breaststroke.
The Wildcats now begin
preparation for the New England
Championship which is expected
to produce more national
qualifications. "I don't think we11
finish any better than third at New
_f:nglands but to do that we'll have
~o ?eat BC and Smith," explained
JUmor Sue Herskovitz. BC and
Smith both defeated the Wildcats
by narrow margins earlier this
season.

Trackmen break
Maine's heart, 83-53
By Ged Carbone
The UNH men's track team
started early and never looked
back as they raised their record to
7-3 with an 83-53 Valentine's Day
victory over the University of
Maine.
In the 60 yard high-hurdle trials
Wildcat tri-captain Steve Smith
turned in a time of 7.4 seconds,
tvin_g the field house record set in
1967 by current UNH coach John
Copeland. That time qualified
Smith for the New Englands and
the ICAA.
Wildcat Gregg Devolder also
qualified for the New Englands·
with a 22'7" leap in the longjump.
Dave Lhomme won the 35
pound weight toss witti·a 50' heave,
his personal best.
Lhomme's win, combined with
UNH's sweep of the long jump
event, gave the Wildcats a 15-4
lead after two events.
Maine coach Ed Styrna, a UNH
alumnus, began the excuses early.
"We've had some real heavy
losses." _he said. "My best miler's
out, my best two miler's out, and
my best pole vaulter had his
appendix taken out."

the Black Bears closed the gap
·to ten points (41-3 I) after eight
events by sweeping the high jump.
Brad Gilbert won the high jump,
finished second in the high hurdles,
and anchored the Maine team's
440 relay victory.
He was U MO's only bright spot,
as UNH won 11 of 16 events.
"With 11 wins you've got 55
points already," said Copeland,
"you only need 14 more points to
win,"
Wildcat junior Dean Kimball
missed qualifying for the New
England's by two seconds as he
won the two mile with a time of
9:12.
He has one more opportunity to
qualify before the tourney is held.
UNH had not beaten Maine in
track since 1978. The win brings
New Hampshire a little closer to
winning the Woodman-Robinson
trophy. The trophy goes to the
school which wins the most
UN H / UM aine head-to-head
sporting events. Maine _won last
year.
The track team seeks to raise its
record to 9-3 in a home tri-meet
this Friday at 6:00 pm 'against ·
Central Connecticut and Lowell.

UNH GYMNASTICS

-

T HE MOST
OUTSTANDJN
WOMEN'S
COLLEGIATE
ICE HOCKEY
TEAM
IN AMERICA

vs. Massachusetts
Sunday, Feb. 22, 2 p.m.
· vs.. Cornell
Sunday, March 8, 1 p.m.
Tickets:
UNH Students with ID, $1.00
Other students, $2.00
General Admission, $3.00

. ,<

....- ,

' ~,

UNH vs. PROVIDENCE COLLEGE
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 21, 1981-2 P.M.
SNIVELY ARENA
FREE ADMISSION
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Gym:µasts .topple Temple easily
By Chris ·Wuensch
The UNH gymnasts had to do
little more than put on their .
leotards to beat a disabled Temple
team 130.15-91.1, Saturday in
Philadelphia, Pa. Performing to
an audience of about thirty, the
Cat's routines lacked their usual
sparkle.
"We weren't totally up for the
meet," said coach Gail Goodspeed.
Temple's top two all-around
gymnasts are out for the season
because of injuries and the rest of
the team was more or less at the
beginner level. The Wildcats found
it difficult to get motivated because
of the lack of competition and the
sparse crowd.
''It's hard to get your adrenalin
going when you know you 're going
to win," said freshman Jayne
· Dean. Dean had a particularly low
scoring meet,.. but still managed to
place second on floor at 8.05 and
tied with teammate Edie Sutton
for second on vaulting at 8.6.

Sutton continued to turn in
strong performances on both bars
and floor as she swung and danced
her way to a first and third
respectively, scoring 8.3 and 8.0.
She placed third in the all-around
scoring 32.15.
Freshman Lucia "Consistent~'
Cancelmo had a much improvea
bar routine and first places in
vaulting, 8.8, floor, 8.8, and beam,
8.6, to walk away with the allaround scoring (34.00 points). She
also came up third on bars, scoring
7.75, a score which she hopes to
bring up by at least another full
point.
Cancelmo says of her consistent
performances, "I think of one
event.at a time and try and forget if
I didn't do well in one of my
routines."
Junior Josie Lemmi compt>ted
in the all-around for the first time
this year and was extremely happy
with her 32.45 second place total.
"I trained all summer to get my

head together," said the vivacious
Lemmi. "I really want to hit my
peak this year and next year. I
knew I had to do well if I wanted to
compete all~around again."
· Lemmi scored an 8.15 for third
place on vaulting, an 8.25 second
place bar routine, and an 8.15 for
second on beam.
Despite Lemmi's and Cancelmo's scores Goodspeed was not
enthusiastic about her team's
performances.
"It seemed like we were really
bombing but we just had breaks we
don't normally have," said
Goodspeed.
The Wildcats are putting all
their concentration on perfecting
their routines for · Sunday's meet
against perennial foe, UMass.
UNH beat UMass in an early
season invitational, but U Mass .
always provides the Cats with
some of their toughest competition ·
of the season.

UN H's Lucia Cancelmo was one of the reasons that the 'Cats easily
defeated Temple Univeristy Saturday (Tim Lorette photo).

BU had, UNH worse, 77-64
By Bill Nader
In one of the worst Division
basketball g~mes anyone will ever
see, Boston University defeated
UNH, 77-64, before 512 in the
Walter Brown Arena Saturday
night.
How bad was it? It was so bad
any intelligent basketball fan
would have watched the game with
his or her ·back to the court.
It isn't often that "a basketball
team wins a game in which it
commits 29 turnovers. But not
only did the Terriers win, they won
handily.
UNH, coming off a respectable
loss· to Holy Cross after belting
Colgate and Maine by doublefigure margins, forfeited what had
appeared to be a momentum that
might carry it into the playoffs.
''It was the worst game of my
life," · said Robin Dixon ( 14
minutes, 2-for-13, 4 fouls). "We
played like a bunch of junior high
school boys."
Dixon picked up three fouls in
the opening 4:44, but other than
that the game seemed ordinary
enough when BU called timeout
trailing, 14-10, with 14:38
·remaining in the first half.
Following a BU turnover, UNH
displayed some aggressive
offensive rebounding that caused
BU to commit two fouls and
allowed UNH three additional
shots. But despite the extended
ball possession, UNH eventually
retreated to its defensive end of the
floor without a change in score.
From there UNH (20 turnovers)
took turns turning the ball over.

First it was Randy Kinzly, then Al
McLain, and then Chris Gildea let
a McLain pass, as well as a sure
two points, slip through his hands
and o.ut of bounds after being left
alone underneath.
In all, UNH went over six
minutes without -scoring and put
together only nine points in a
stretch of 18:32 which continued
into the second half.
"We did every single thing you
can do incorrectly in a basketball
game," said UNH coach Gerry
Friel. "It was our worst game of the
year."
While UNH was playing poorly,
BU _was doing its damnedest to
keep the score close.
Faced with the .possible
accusation of shaving points, BU
took a 26-23 lead with a minute left
in the half and extended the
margin to 30-23 at the break.
The Terriers continued their tear
scoring the first eight points in the
second half and their 22-6 run
ended with 14:05 left and UNH
trailing, 48-29.
The further the · Wildcats fell
behind, the more unorganized they
became on offense. After taking
the ball inside with success against
Holy Cross, UNH began gunning
away with an assortment of offbalance shots.
"We became a one-on-one
basketball team," Friel said. "Our
defense was good at times, it was
our offense that let us down."
"When the ball falls," UNH
guard Randy Kinzly said, "a lot of
things fall into place. If not, it's like
an a valance."
J

UNH shot 36 percent from the
floor which included McLain (8for-23), Dixon (2-for-13), Mike
Keeler ( l-for-6), and Bob Neely( lfor-4).
BU shot 53 percent with many of
its points coming off the fast break.
Tony Sims ( 16 points), Arturo
Brown ( 12), Desmond Martin(l l),
and Dan Harwood (I 0) all hit
double figures and each of the ten
Terriers who played contributed in
the scoring.
UNH made it respectable late in
the second half when it rallied
behind ten points from Joe Rainis
(4-for-4) and ten from Jack Burns
( 12 overall) to come within seven,
71-64, with 0:48.left.

Kurt Massey (20-7) began
UNH's scoring in the meet with a
7-2 win over Gary Abbott at 134
lbs. to make the score 12-3. BU.
BU's Ken Traylor added five
points to the Terrier tally when he
wrestled Vince Brophy to a 20-5
superior decision . BU now l<~d , 173.

UN H won four of the next five·
matches to tie the score at 23
starting with a Randy Petagine
superior decision, 16-4, over Dave
Miller at I 50 lbs.
Dave Yale (14-10-2) and Frank
Guadagnino ( 19-6), wrestling at
150 lbs. and 190 lbs. respectively,
offset a BU forfeit at 167 lbs.
Terrier pin at 177 lbs. to tie · the
meet up. Yale won a 12-6 decision,
while Guadagnino registered a pin
at 3:34. The climactic heavyweight
bout followed.
'
UNH's newly acquired
heavyweight, Dorsett, exerted all
the strength he could against
McCrearv, but gave up three
penalty points--two by stalling-and finished one point behind
McCreary when time expired.
"They were both ine'xperienced,"
said Urquhart. "It was just who
could pull it out at the end, and he
( Dorsett) didn't do it.''
Dorsett joined the ranks just a
week ago in order to fill an
otherwise-vacant heavyweight
position.
.
"I wish I could have won it for

Mc Williams cops 3rd. title
UN.H sophomore Joan Mc Williams won her thi.rd straight North
Amencan freestyle championship·over the weekend. McWilliams, a
native of Dqver, N. H., took first place in the mogul competition and
second in both the aerial and ballet portions of the meet, held at
Orillia, Ontario. McWilliams is also a member of the UNH field
hockey team.

Forget honored
Sophomore center Dan Forget was named ECAC player-of-thehonors for th~ second time this season. Forget scored IO points
m two games (agamst Colgate and Yale) to earn the recognition.
~eek

Pitino was forced to call
timeout. "Every time this team '
steps on the court I'm worried,"
Pitino said. "This is a very yo11ng
team. They think an eight point
lead is a 30 point lead. Their
According to a story in 1he Boston Globe, Boston Red Sox
intelligence is lacking."
catcher Carlton Fisk "did not seem enthralled" with the baseball
club's contract offer. Fisk, a native of Raymond N.H., rec;.!ved an
The Terriers ( 10-10) are now in a
offer in the mail that was estimated at $1,255,000 for thr1 e years.
good position to earn a home'.'Of course I want to stay, but I've gotten used to the possibility of
court advantage for the ECAC
gomg elsewhere, depending on what happens," Fisk said. "But, say
North playoffs. UNH (6-15) will
when we (he and -his agent Jerry Kapstein) talk to the Red Sox and
most likely have to beat both
they make it all guaranteed, you never know what would happen."
Vermont and Northeastern to have

Fisk mulls offer

a realistic chance at qualifying for
the sixth spot.
"But if we play like we did
tonight," snapped Friel "we don't
deserve to go."
The Wildcats play here
tomorrow night against Vermont.
UVM defeated UNH, 65-64,
earlier this year at Burlington.

Wrestlers close and far, lose two
By Steve Damish
The UNH wrestling team's
record dropped to 3-15 Saturday
when the Wildcats lost to Boston
University, 26-23, and Yale
University, 42-6, in a triangular
meet held at Yale.
UNH forfeited the 118-and 126pound weight class in each meet
and as a result found themselves
facing a 12-point deficit without
wrestling a match.
"That could have been a
deciding factor," said UNH coach
Jim Urguhart. "I don't know."
The forfeits proved to be crucial
against , BU as the meet was
decided in the final match
(h_eavvwieght) where UN H's
Mark Dorsett bowed to Larry
McCreary, 5-4.-

Sports ShOrts

the team. It would have been a
thrill," said Dorsett, who after a
short breath muttered, "I was
dead."
The Wildcats could only win
two matches in their second meet
of the afternoon as the Bulldogs of
Yale smothered the 'Cats, 42-6.
UNH wrestled Yale immediatelv
following its clash with BU whil~
the home team came out fresh:
"We went two in a row," said
Urquhart. "It was definitely to our
disadvantage."
.The Bulldogs tossed and turned
the tired 'Cats, recording threesuperior decisions (win by 12 pts.
or more), and two pins in the
process.
UNH's six points came at 134
lbs. and 190 lbs. where Massey and
Guadagnino each finished the day
at 2-0 with a 15-8 and 6-2 triumphs
respectively.
The 'Cats hope to end their
regularly-scheduled season on a
bright note this Saturday when
they face perennial weakling the
WRESTLING. page 21 .

Pool champ
UNH senior Bessie Labanaris won the American College UnionsInternational's region l championship in pocket billiards. Labanaris
beat U Maine's Brenda Cox 5-2 and 5-1 in games during Sunday's
finals. The tournament was held at the University of .Massachusetts.

Trackwomen take

·He Invitational
UNH as a team also won the
By Laura Parsons
On Sunday, the UNH Women's mile relay with a time of 4: I 2.
track team was victorious at the
-Holy Cross Invitational
The Wildcats were consistent,
tournament. With a total of 112 taking five second places also.
points, UNH topped 15 other Among them, Cathy Rocho.It
teams, and won the meet. UConn threw second to Houseman with a
took second in the meet with 103 distance of 36'10", and Mary Ellen
points.
Rose ran behind Munson in the
The Wildcats never let up, · 5000 m with a time of 18:57.
taking first in five events. In the
field events, Denise Houseman
Finally, lJNH finished second in
~on the shot throwing 39'7", and
the 2 mile relay with a time of9:49.
m the long jump, Aleisha Davis
jumped 17'7", winning it for UNH . The women will be back in action
on Saturday at the Paul Sweet
On the track, Nancy Scardina Oval against U Mass. This will be
ran first in the 1500 m run with a their first lo~k at U Mass this year
time of 4:42. Also, Laurie Munson and they will be competing to
took first in . the 5000 m run with a heighten their present recor.d of 94.
time of 18:26. ·

Sports
Playoffs doubtful

BU blasts .hoopwomen, 63-48
By Lori Holmes
The Women's Basketball team's
_ playoff h()pes look dim with a lose
to Syracuse on Saturday, 58 to 54
and a?other to Boston University
Jast mght, 63 to 48 , bringing their
record to 12-7.
The hoopsters had their chance
1
to upset Syracuse leading by four
points with four minutes left, but
Syracuse (20-6) came back in the
last minutes of the game.
Junior Kathy Ladd had 12
points and lO rebounds while
teammates Senior Co-Captam
Donna Couture and Freshman
GailJackson had lO points each. It
was not enough and cast even more
importance to the BU game.
The Wildcats had their
problems with the Terriers from
the start of the game.
"BU had control of the game
from the tap off," Demarco said,
"Defensively we broke down for
the first eight minutes of the game
and allowed them to do anything
they wanted," Demarco had seen
her team fall behind by nine points
midway through the first half.

's

BU Barbara Barr found holes
in the UNH defense and drilled it

for 6 points in the Jlalf, as her
teamm~te a~d U.S. Olympian
Debbie Miiler dominated
throughout sinking 20 points for
game high.
The UNH squad entered the
locker room with a I 0 point deficit,
due to their ice cold shooting as
they hit just 20 of 62 shots (26.4
percent).

grabbed I I rebounds in a losing
effort.
Boston kept control after their
l 2 point run, despite a couple of
crowd pleasing steals from CoCaptain Patty Foster late in the
game.
"We could not break up enough
of B.U's plays," Foster said.

The Wildcats looked alive early
in. the. second half as they pulled
within three points with
Sophomore Theresa Redmond
and Junior Martha Morrison
reaching the hoop on several
occasions.

remaining games plus they have to
rely on losses from their close
competitors.

"We had to take away their
outside game and began using a
changing man defense," Boston
University Coach JoAnn
O'Callaghan said as the Terriers
ran a 12 point stretch to boost their
lead to 51-36.

A committee set up to choose
the teams for regionals will base
their decision on the won-loss
rec.ords of th~ contending teams,
weighed agamst the quality of
opponents.

The fifteen-point advantage was
largely a result of 20 rebounds and
five assists and her teammates Val
Depaolo and Terry Shinkwin
contributed 10 and 12 points
respectively. •
W.i!si_c_a_t_'§ Redmond had 14
points and Freshman Gail Jackson

Th~ team faces the U riiversity of
Connecticut in a must situation for
any playoff spot. The Wildcats
h~vt>

to

win

the

next

three

BU, UMass :,and Rhode Island
seem likely to gain berths. UNH,
among others, must await a
decision.
BU and UNH both have seven
losses, but the Terriers will
probably get the nod, because of
victories over tougher opposition.

Sports see page 21
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Wildcat Denise Higgins (31) lets fly with a jumper over the
o!ltstretched arm of BU's Debbie Miller. Miller was the story last
mght, however, as BU won, 63-48.

It was a Golden Knight for hockey, 4-4
By Larry McGrath
The ECAC schedule maker
probably had no idea what he was
doing when he penned "Clarkson
versus New Hampshire"in his little
notebook next to February 14.
Seemed harmless enough, UNH
finished fourteenth in 1979-80 and
should be just another win for
high-scoring Clarkson, the fifth
place finish last year. Inadvertantly, he slated the two
teams currently playing the best
hockey in the EC AC against each
other, and the squads put on a
show that made him look like a
genius.
- The score was 4-4 jn overtime,
but the way it was arrived at had
Snively Arena roaring. Sometimes
approving, sometimes disapprov- ·
ing, but almost always roaring.
Forty minutes into the game, UNH
had it locked up. Their second big
win in three days. Tickets for ·
Duluth Minnesota on sale soon at
the field house.
"Twenty minutes is a longtime,"
Clarkson coach Bill O'Flaherty
said. "We broke it into about seven
sections of three minutes and try to
score on as many of them as we
could."
The 'Cats held for two sections
before Golden Knight Bob
Armstrong flipped one past Greg
Moffett, who was to see 21 thirdperiod shots in the UNH net.
The senior goaltender was
_ beat~n again at 13:45 making it 4-3
sendmg nervous murmurs through
the _ crowd. The murmers were
well-founded as number one·-·
ranked Clarkson's Bill Norton
took a pass on the left boards and
blasted a 40-footer past Moffett to
tie it up with 4:30 left.
It was here that the goaltenders
took over. Even though he had
been beaten three times in the
period, Moffett had stolen away a
half-dozen _goa-ls. At.the other enci.

"He (Sylvestri, now 14-1-2 ECAC)
freshman Don Sylvestri, first in the heading a two-on-one towards
was good too. His whole body
ECAC with a 2.76 goals against Moffett. Clarkson's All-American
would be in front of the puck.
average,-was thwarting any UNH forward elected not to pass and
Chris (Pryor) had a couple of shots
attempt to regain the lead.
was frustrated for the sixth time by
on two-on-ones and Sylvestri
Moffett.
With - three minutes left in
made them look easy. And Chris
A long pass to Forget missed at
regulation UNH's Ken Chisholm
can really shoot the puck."
was stopped by the flash of a the Clarkson blueline with l :04 left
Sylvestri is an older- freshman.
Sylvestri skate and Moffett and Clarkson ( 10-2 EC AC, 18-5-1
He played junior hockey in
stopped both Pat Haramis and overall going in) had failed to
Canada, but maintained his
Rich Boprey a minute and a half break UNH's five-game win streak
Collegiate eligibility by refusing
on home ice.
later.
a!1y money payment. He played for
The action didn't stop there as
"I feel bad. because we blew·it,"
his hometown team in Sudbury
U ~ H leading scorer A~dy Forget, who was named ECAC
Ontario.
'
~nckley was. ~topped with fifty
player-of-the-week for the second "W.e're by no means disappointseconds remammg. UNH cleared a time this year, said. "We gave it
:d with a tie .. " O'Flaherty said.
loose puck away from the front of away. If we had come back to tie it
New Hampsh1re has been playing
Moffett with three seconds left
it would have been like a victory'.
as well as anyone. We played well
sending the 'Cats into their first This seems like a loss, even though
too."
overtime game of the season.
it shouldn't."
Tor:iight the 'Cats play Vermont
"We had 'em the first two
"Greg (Moffett) played great, he
at Smvely. Vermont is last in the
periods," UNH center Mike
saved us in overtime," Forget said.
Waghorne said. "If we scored that
fifth goal it could've been different.
They (Clarkson) were great the last
13 minutes. "It just shows you how
tough this league (ECAC) is. To
win, you really have to play 60
solid minutes."
UNH didn't roll over though.
Clarkson simply stormed up and
dowi:i the i~e in the late going
d.esp1te having played the night
before (a 5-0 win over Boston
Copege in Chesnut Hill, Mass.)
and broke through.
Overtime began calmly, but 2:23
into it Clarkson's Steve
Cruikshank had a game-winner
swiped by Moffett's glove.
After a couple of chances were
handled easily by Sylvestri, Chris
Pryor and Dan Forget both
swatted at a flip pass from Brickley
with 4:30 left, but the puck went
wide of the Clarkson net. It was to
be UNH's best chance.
Forget had scored 14 points in
three games. but was held to lone
assist against Clarkson.
Cruikshank missed the net on
one shot and soon after he was

ECAC with a record of 2-11-2, but
gave UNH trouble at Gutterson
Field House January 24. UNH
took that one, 6-4. ·
"They're (UVM and Saturday's
opponent Brown) going to come in
here (Snively) and say 'let's beat
UNH. Knock them out of the
playoffs',"Waghorne said. "In this
league a hot goalie or a hot line can
make a difference."
UN H was moved out of fifth
place f <?r 24 ~ours after Colgate
won Fnday mght. The tie moved
them back into the slot behind
Maine. The 'Cats record is now 97-1. Clarkson had moved into the
top spot with its win over BC.
"I just hope we remember how
we got here," UNH coach Charlie
Holt said. "It was through hard
work and we have to continue it."
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!~:t~ildcats had BU missing almost all day. as they blanked the Terrier's in Boston Saturday. (Tim Lorette

